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PADUCAH
'. KY., FRIDAY EVENING,DECEMBER 20, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

NEW YORK COUNTY Case for Silver Service Being
ITALIAN GOVT
Nine Bodies Recovered and Thirty CRIMINAL COURT
COMMITTEE DIDN'T Made By Paducah Cabinet Maker ASKS PROTECTION Seen in Entry of Mine by Workers, CONCLUDES TERM
INDORSE HUGHES
.Beautiful Piece of Workmanship FOR ITS TOBACCO While Others Thought to Be Dead WITH GRAND JURY
No Reflection of Sentiment in It is Now Proposed That the
Failure Except That ,Views Presentation Should Take
of People are Wanted Before Place ai Wickliffe So That it
Any One's Candidacy is Pro- May be on Kentucky Soil.
moted Officially.

TAX MINE OWNERS Night Ilitrers come in For In- TAFT RETICENT
About/Halfthe Force. Members Several Indictments Returned,
vestigation at Hands of Deof Greek Church, Were At- Which are Not Made Public
TO PAY FOR LOSS partment of State and Gover- BUT SAYS OBJECT tending
St. Valentine's Pest
and .lail and Other Public
nor Wilson Promises to
ival and Escaped.
Buildings Reported in Good
OF MINER'S LIFE Take Care of 1Varehonses.
IS ACCOMPLISHED
Condition By Body.

In a few days Mr. F. W. Neumann.
Contiellsville, Pa.. Dec. 20.—Bight
the cabinet maker, of 842 South
bodies
were brought out of the mine
HITCHPOCK
IN
STATEMENT Fourth street, will have completed a
Washington, Dec. 24.1.—Ittpreseat- AMI1.1SAA DOR '1 HOTS Ste*. HOOT
New York. Dec. lee—Saying he
at Jacobs creek and 3-0 others were COURT CLAIMS .11tE ALLOWED
has been away from the United
•
cabinet for the silver service to be ative Lenhan, of Pennsylvania, in-,
found in the entries near the pit
States 124t days and is out of touch
'presented to the gunboat Paducah, troduced a bill in the feriae, calling
mouth. Relief parties are working
for
a
cent
a
ton
tax
'on all coal
with public affairs. under no circumfrom three different entries.
New York, Dec. 20.—By an almost that will be in keeping with the set mines and that
Washington, Dec. Pe-- The Italian stances
made
family,
to
each
The criminal term of circuit court
would
political
discuss
Taft
itself.
The
service
arrived packed In
octane:nous vote the Republican comThe Third Disaster.
dependent by a miner's death or In- geternnsent, throapth its ambassador. affairs when he landed today. He
came to a close with the report of the
mittee of New York county last night en ordinary packing ease, and it was jury ej.000 be
This is the third mine disaster
called to the attention of the departpaid,
intimated his object in making the
jury this morning and the varisince the first of the mouth in veins grand
refused to adopt resolutions endors- then decided to have the case for the
ment of state today the various altrip had been aecempliseed. Atew
ous accounts of the court officials
property
service
In
prepared
this
city,
ing Governor Hughes for the prese
of
bituminous
coal
underlying
Westleged
outrages
again.* !Wein citi- friends met him on the wharf.
Miners Meet Jastuary 21.
were allowed. In making es final
ern Pennsylvania and Wait Virginie
dstelal uomination. When the reso- The ease. which Is constructed of
Indianalsolis. Dec. 2‘0.---A call for zens in this country, the latest of
Coming up the bay the steamer was
report the grand jury said that the
quarter-sawed
oak,
brass
bowel.
Is
lution was offvred a motion was imthe nineteenth annual convention of which is the burning by the "night greeted by salutes from every kind of for the Naomi, mine near Fayette jail and various county building* had
City and two mines at Monongab.
mediately Introduced providing that about 25 inches high by more than the United Mine Workers of America rider's- of Kentucky of a lot of rtair
oraft. The party seemed to enjoy the
been visited and all were found in
inches across, attuning room for
West Virgina. in wheel an earlier exIan owned tobaoco in Hopkinseille.
the eesoleilion go over for considera- 40
was
Mimed
today.
will
be
it
held
reception. Official representatives of
satisfactory condilion.
the
40
inch
tray.
plosion happened are in the genie
tion at the next meeting or the comReoretary .Root heard at length
here January 21.
the war department went &boar%
Judge Reed blinded down a doThe case is eearly compete-d and.
belt as the local workings. This
mittee In January. This motion was
what the Italian ambassador hake)
a
from
cislon in the ease of S. J. Foust
government
tug.
Taft
is
is
exbeing
polished. The corners are
catastrophe
swells
adopted.
say
on
the
the personal injury cases
number of vicLARGE ('its)%'l) Ole Silt trPERS
pected to take a train to Washington
egainet R. F. Farmer, giving the
tims of deadly mine gas for nineteen
In the discussion which followed protected by brass, the hinges and
IS THRONGING BROADWAY. which have originated In lemimiana immediately.
plaintiff a judgment for $254.30.
clasp
and
lock
are
of
ornate
bras.
the adjournment of the committee,
days to between 550 and 600.
Missisalppi and Florida and the Ken.
All the prisoners given penitentiary
many most ardept supporters of and Mr. Wolff is engraving a plate for
The disaster does not equal or even
A large crowd of people were on tucky tobacco Case,
terms were sentenced last Saturday
top:
the
ALLEGED
PARTICIPANT
surpass in lose of life and attendant
The burning of the tobacco, if it
Hughes declared the action of the
the streets last night and the clerks
and will be taken to the penitentiary
!melee the 'box is lined with
IN TROUBLE AltItheSTED. horrors that in Weft Virginia JR due
committee in deferring his endorse?
in the stores were kept busy until be shown to have been ths property
at the earliest convenience of the
chamois,
the
bottom
being padded
pf
to
the
silent could not be construed as inimidevotion
subjects
to
(turtle
Italian
of
the
duties
of
government
late waiting on the Christmas shopsheriff.
cal to Hughes' candidacy. On the and the ARSP prepared so that all the pers. Even this morning with the 1, a mere matter of hathinnity. In
considerable
numbers of tEe miners.
Roy Moore, colored, was arrested
The grand jury made its final recontrary It was mid that there was a pieces will fit into their proper alacee. bad weather conditions the Mores all these issues, however. it was ex- this morning by
Patrolmen Clark In observance of a church festival
port this morning and was discharged
The
design.
eorkirranship
and arplained
to
the
general dispositten on the part of
many
tour
of
hundred
the
rig
and
eith
charged
Starret,
ambassador
or
b.
imthat
the
more
were well aged with shoppers. FarUnited States must deal first with plicated in the general fight at men regularly employed at the mine by Judge Reed. The Jury brought
members to sound the sentiment ot rangements will be a credit to the mers alio have delivered
tobacco
maker
city.
and
the
the states which have original juris- Tenth and Husbands streets Monday did not go to work. Those who es- in 30 new indictments. 2e of which
the voters at large before the coinIt has been einacested that the bought holiday goods liberally.
diction. The 'nate department has night, in which Frank Thomas was caped through this reason are mem- will not be matte public until after
Mittee committed itself. These men
therefore asked the governors of seriously cut. Thema' is unable to bers of the Greek Catholic church was arrests are made. The other five are
declared the resolution would be presentation should take place at
Wickliffe
Instead
4K Cairo, so that the
the,
states named to reptile progress. attend court, and UV- wounds may they suspended work to celebrate St. Jail cases and include indictments
unarsimously passed at the January
against the negro women who are
ceremony may be performed on Kelt?he principle In 111111ORT matters has result more seriously than eas first Nicholas day.
meeting.
charged with looting Cornelia Reed's
erten been explained to the Italian Olt-meet.
Before' the meeting was called to tucky soil
As ass the caw at Menongah, the
house.
Indianapolis, Ind.. Dec. 2.1.—Johe government, the last °cession being
explosion followed a brief shut down
order several members of the comMitchell, president of the United that of the lynching of itaaans when
Darr mine having been closed Tuesmittee were distributing battens proPublic rousistory.
Mine Wor4ers of America, Is stricken Baron Fara was the !Mean ambasclaiming Speaker Cannon as the next
day and Wednesday.
Rome. Dec. 20.—The public tonsine
the
sador
physician
and
a
here.
priest
were
Ventilating fans were kept in oper-presidential. nominee.
sIstory which was personally conduct.
stee,for
He will probably die.
s
ation almost without interreption.
—
ed by the pope yesterday, was the
Gee. WIllso Talks
however, the power plant havine
Mr. Hitchcock Denies.
occasion of a magnificent pageant.
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 2e.—
Washington, Dec. 20.—Mr. Hitchwithstood the force of the erplosion.
A
Thousands of tickets were distributed
cock. first aseistant pertmateer genE. Willson, who was In Louisville
As far as known only one man who
for the ceremony and a great throng
last night attending a banquet, when
eral, last night contributed a signed
went to work escaped. He is Joseph
assembled, which not only crowded
asked to give out a statemcnt constateineut to the literature whith has
Mapleton, a pumper, who emerged
Carrietienia, Norway. Dec. etrethe halls and corridors of the eon,egown out of the rec*nt charge!' of a
trona one of the side entries 'shortie
Hauge, Norwegian minister to the cerning the requese of the Italian
sietory, but overflowed into the plaza
political cenepiregje with the secre-4
PhIted-Odtele, died while oil a' sans- evetNelltdelk tasraietth b eiterienti fee
efter the expleelon. He had left the
or
St. Peter. New cardinals were Instocks
of
owned
teaser's
by
it
tary of the treasury at its head and
in
the
part
mine where most of the
of
dieshoeing trip.'He married Mrs. Louise
troduced
in turn, and. kneeling at
Palermo,
itale,
Dec.
29
--Firs',
trims where Wutragoe have been corn
Mr. Hitchcock. of the poetcegee deTodd Joy, of Louisville.
Chic-ago. Dee. 20. The annual men were aorking and was en the the foot of the throne. were formally
netted, said:
partment, and Hr. Capers, of the is- which followed the exeeesion. In a
way
to
the
engine
room
for
oil,
meeting of the stockholders of the
Installed, a
master of ceremenies
teem, revenue bureau, as his chief powder magazine yesterday-, is still
Mapleton was, however. somewhat
—The telegram from the secretary Illinois Central was postponed last
holding a red hat over their heads
bureing.
Four
hotels
and
several
Vette-mints. Mr. Hittistxxii alwolves
of state reached me just as I was night by order of Judge Ball. of the cut and bruised, but after going
while the pope repeated the formula.
Wessell front all dieloyalty to the homes were destroyed. Dozens of
starting for Louisville, and all
I eirperior court. until March 2. The home and having his injuries dressed of
installation
Then, after receivpresident and 'quotes the president persons were injured and are expectcould do at the time was to send hint stock teamster books of the company he returned to the mine and joined
ing the papal embrace. they received
Metropolis. Ill., Dec. e0.—The Rev.
ed
to
die.
Twenty-five
persons
lost
himself.
a formal acknowledgement .of its re- are to he closed on the day preceding the resetting parties.
a fraternal salute from each of the
their lives at the time of the.explo- Mr. Hall, pastor, of the Christian cella. Tomorrow, however,
I shill that upon which Judge Ball Is to
cardinals.
church
has
here,
resigned;
his
resigMon
Lest Wallet and $100.
look into the matter thoroughly, and hand down his decision in the in
nation to take effect December 30,
George Goods, a negro farmer of
If the tobacco holdings of the Italian junction suit now pending, and are to
Dr. Hail has been deservedly a popRENJAMIN F'AITH IS DEAD
Canadian Wreck.
13allard county, has reported to the
government in Keller:11v are of a remain closed until the postponed
ular
minister.
has
accepted
He
AFTER A IAING ILLNESS.
a
pence -that he lost a
Ottawa, Canada, Des'. 20.—A dispocketbook
quantity or nature requircing *pedal meeting finally adjourns. In the
Captain A. E. Meeker. of the SalvBenjamin Faith, a farmer. treed ;-e-,t
containing
$140 yesterday.
lie astrous collision on the Canadian Pa call at Herrin which takes him to a measures for their protection, such meantime transfers of any portion of
ation Army, will talk to the children night at his home on the Filandville
It1
thinks he lost the money In some eine near Sandburk. In which passion- larger
protection will be promptly given. the 251,231 shares of stock
affected at the library at 3 o'clock SaturdaY road from eonsoutnetton. Mr. Fa.th
store in the city while baying goods. eery. were killed. le rumored here.
In any event they will be given equal by the injunction suit can only be
afternoon. The eaptain will draw was 40 years old. The funeral will
protection with other owners of to- made mihjeet to the right
Railway officials state that no report
of the court pictures for the little ones and tell be held In Central City Saturday
of the wreck has been received.
011ie James Greatly Mew&
.'re."
to inquire as to their genuineness.
some Christmas stories
morning.
Washeigton. Dec. '24.--Onde James
is greatly pleased with his assignWill Invert Streets.
.
CHILDREN GIVE WAGON
ment on the banking and currency
The board of public wor:ks'will InWADS FOR POOR PEOPLE.
committee in view of tie agitation
'pert Harris and Kincaid streets In
for currency legislation. lie regards
Mechanicsburg this afternoon. The
Seceetar% Jap Toner, of the Charity
At a meeting of the Centre! Labor
this as being at present the greatest
streets recently Wive been improved
, lute has three wagons out today re:R.
Rev.
HenJ.
the
!sight.
Union lat
corn:tittle' of the house.
by Contractor FA Terrell.
lecting contributions from school
ry, pastor of the Kentucky Avenue
children to the charity supplies. The
Presbyterian church, was accep:ed
PWRICIDE SMILED WHF.N
wagons are visiting all the buildings
THE TRAP WAS SPRUNG. as a fraternal delegate ko that bode,
making
it a heavier penalty to steal and Mr. Toner finds that the chileren
and a committee was Reticence, to
"
from a common carrier thee from a entered heartily into the project
Judge Campbell Insists
State headquarters of the FarmPeoria, 411., Dec. 20.—With a ignite inform him of the union's artIon.
citizen of the state. JacWe Cron
on h's face, Edward Clifford, elle The move Is in accordence with the ers' Educational Co-operative Union
The fine assessed in 'once court
no Excessive Penalty Can be continued the cam' against Rice unyouthful murderer of his father, was work of the Presbyterian Board of of America, popularly known as the yesterday morning against the lilt
til next Tuesday tn order to give the
Prescribed
hanged here today. He killed his We413011E wli•ce allows mialsters te Farmers' Union. end a strong factor riots Central railroad for blocking
For
attorneys time to present authorimeeting's. Dr. in the cotton raining industry, will the Tennessee street crossing
father,
use the latter refused to attend labor oleos'
a
ties. While It is understood
that
Against Common Carrier.
Henry made keown his wile:gni-Fs he located at Paducah.
longer period than five minutes was
pending money.
give ill
Mr. Augustus Wieman, of 70/
only a ease of treaepass will he made
to attend the neeeings of the ParieR L. Barnett_ of Texas, state or- set aside by Judge Cross this' mornout against Rice, the matter will be South Twelfth streee`swallowed carsoon idles hie ar- ganizer, ar-ived here yesterday vilth lug and a new trial granted. The
tal' Central Laa
tAINS AA) noxrs
threshed out, as it is the intention bolic acid this afternoon about 1
rival here, and ite matte. was re- his family. He has already organised action of the court was at the reThe constitutionality of the statute of the court to enforce the slatute if o'clock and is in a serious condition,
Bring Big, Croitts Into Paducah for fe',ed to the peesident.of :.1 • enter- the counties of McCracken. Fulton, quest of the attorneys for the rail- of 19414, making it
felony to steal it. is constitutional. The police offi•
•
t
leen Fedcrati) i t•t Labor. Dr Henry Hickman, Ballard. Graves, Carlisle road company who wete not inform- merchandise of any amount from a
Christman Trade.
cers are put to a great trouble every
the
I
:I;
T.rst
minister
be
t.t. be ae- and Livingston. and will work east- ed that the case would be called yescommon carrier, wag attacked In po- winter by the coal thieves.
To properly appreciate what gooe
terday and the fine was entered by lice court this morning by Judge
transportation facilities mean to a es Wier! as a eesiegate to a tain- ward from the. Purchase.
Ruff Femallman. a
young white
t...a- II in Mc ,,nr • of Kene-cke.
A tobacco warehouse for the union default. The case was continued un- James Campbell, attornee for Hub man, was fined $25 and given ten
town one has only to pay a vialt to
Nominations for officers of the
tomorrow
til
morning.
Rice, charged with grand lemony, days in jail for carrying concealed a
Is under construction at Kevil. Warethe union station any day this week
Central Labor Union were made at
houses and elevators will be erected
in the alleged theft of a few lumps deadly weapon. An appeal to the the regular monthly meeting last
or next aod see the great throng of
in every county, where the organof coal from a car in the Illinois circuit court was granted.
Christmas sbeepers from neighbornight and a great many names were
ization is perfected. A counte board
Central yards. In the opinion of
ing cities, who come to Paduoah to
Salem Given, colored, was fined presented. It is probable that Mr. E.
of directors elects as business agents
.ludge Campbell the legislature did $10 for breach of peace.
take etiventage of the great display
M. Willis, the veteran printer and
as they deem nevessery. and specunot have authority to eats a law,
of Paducah merchants. The trains
.T. C. Beatty, charged with petty president of the local Typographical
lators are kept out of the handling
teeming here at 6 o'clock every evenlarceny, was held to circuit court on union, will be elected president of
of the crop.
his own recognizance.
ing for Memphis and way points, and
the body. RR his friends are urging
see-.
THE WEATHER.
for Cairo, are veritable Santa Claus
"In these western counties our
hat election. Mr. Willis probably Is
tnembershlp represents ,between
trains, with thtir great loads o
the oldest union man in the city arid
0414 and See* acres,- said Mr, BarChristmas shoppers and Christmas
Is welLqualified for the place. The
toys. The aisles of the coaches are
nett, "but all, exceptieg about '470
election will he held the first Thursacres, were pledged to 'the tobacco
Packed with rocking horses and a
New Year's eve will be so import- day night In January.
members
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr., association before the
'host of other toys. are/ every passenant occasion for Paducah
business
Georgetown,
morning
Ky.,
20.—J.
organize
Dec.
section
that
S.
the
joined us. We
like a lodge
ger le burdened wilb bundles.. It is stated this
01,11 UNIFORM RESTORED.
men on act.ount of the
promised
a notioeable fact thst the shoppers of the license ordinance, giving the with 'secret work, but our methods McKnight, Into whose hands the gun
teet of a number of St. Louis and
from out of town are not bringing Mayor The ,power to revoke the Ii- have never been marked by any Which killed Goebel passed at one
Chicago railroad men, in company Russian Soldier. to Ler Garb of
the youngsters- with them to vtalt -ense of saloons convicted' of violat- kind of disorder. We control 'the time, said Youtsev asked him whether
with Mr N M Burns, who have acAlt-sander II.
Santa -Claus. Probably that would ing the Sunday closing laws. had cotton market price to a great ex- he Could get any one to shoot GoeSt. Petersburg. Dee. 20.—The
-epted the Invitation of the Comrnerbeen made to conform with the de- tent. All our crops are pooled and bel. 'He Claimed Youtsey tried ao
lead to complications.
,eal club to speak at a nubile meet- name-day of Empemr Nicholas, while
ware get- Dr. Johnson, •bitt McKnight
The out-of-town trade this year is cision of Judge Reed in the Hugh handled through our own
ing last night in the (mune!' cham Is being celebrated with the usual
houses
elevators.
We obtain ad- warned Johnson to have nothing to
and
probably heavier than it was lest Boyle case., The principal defect In
her. Mr. Burns and his party will ceremonies' at Tearkskoe-Selo, has
ware- do with Youtsey.
MeKnight said
year, and each year there Is a notice- the old ordinance was that licensee vances from the bank* on
he at Metropolis the nigh. of Decem- been signalized by an order restorable increase, due, of course, to the could be revoked upon the simple house and elevator receipts and further he understood. there were
ber 3.0. and- they have been ire- ing to the Russian arms' the picturspies at wore among the defense's'
geteing up of the country. adjacent conviction of offending saloonkeepers finance o r own crops."
veiled upon to speak here the next esque uniform in the reign of Alexwftnoeses in Georgetown and the
to Paducah and persistent advertis- In the pollee court whether am erase's',
night. It Is probable that a large ander H. This order will transform
prosecution set tip a counter claim.
ing. The Cowling is bringing mane was taken from that court or not
delegatfon of Paducahans will ac- 35 out of 55 soberly-clad dragoon
that
the
provides
new
ordinance
.Tudge Morris Indented that he would
glowers from Metropolis and Brook- The
company the party lo Metropolis.
regiment* into hussar* and ithlane
make an Ineeitegetton. .T. B. Hurst
port, Ind the up the river boats are license must he revoked after
whose brilliant and showy garb is ex
final conviction.
coneribitting their share.
denied he had ever prevented Noaks
Mr. Smith Boyd, who died this peeled to popularize the service i
St. eimis, Dec. 20.—Wheat. $1. f M warning Goebel of his assassiTettattealt merchante are beginning . It 'is understood -that the city will
morning in this city, wit, burled In the eye* of recruit* and the
pop
nation. He saw Youteity eghlibit some
to appreciate the greet trade that cue selpeel• the Boyle eases, time having corn. 57; oats. 53.
task Grqve cemetery. He is stir eon generally. This change is
MR
20.
Washington,
Dec.
--Cense%
buwill
thee,
ceefhlgegand
say
out
the
end
the
by
granted
Judge
for
the
t6
diverted
Reed
Gram
Pasitteeh
heels.
be
%eyed be. two sisters and one brother; ito ceding to the phrateseology of
'
SPA 11,11:1{
p!'"nablY
cotton
from
ginned
of
reports
reau'
aorta
the transcript of evidence.
contest. He heatd Powers say he
'ring territory:4ms' are mahing
Mrs. le B Gross, of thle city, Mrs. et order, because, during a
long
to title's it hige. eibeive-4 ilettaitlea fiTt0,1610, Igtieral couneil haidec au- this pewee' growth up to December would go home if tiny resort to vie- 111,11asi, Flig1t-4 temperatute 3-4
D. Handers. of 1411711eld, and Mr. DJ of peace. the nafform
meat he
Mame
lel??
inaltese5,2a
tried.40,
lowest
day
irseffereintite.
L
today
wee
ge
81,
'
•
e ,en
ate,*
tisat thd

JOHN MITCHELL DYING

PALERMO BURNED
AFTER EXPLOSION NORWAY'S MINISTER
-- MANY KILLED

ANNUAL MEETING
OF ILLINOIS CEN. •
POSTPONED AGAIN

DEAD

DR. HALL RESIGNS

CHRISTMAS STORIES

DR. HENRY UNION MAN

FARMERS' UNION
ORGANIZER HAS
TAKEN HOME HERE

CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION RAISED
IN POLICE COURT THIS MORNING

I. C. CASE REOPENED

That

TOOK CARBOLIC ACID

Offense

CENTRAL LABOR UNION

REVOKE LICENSE
WHEN CONVICTED
IN HIGHEST COURT

MINIM HEARD
SPIES ARE AMONG
WITNESSES THERE

RAILROAD MEETING

Grain Market.

FAALI/.

*vitt

ez • •

eeeer

•
•
PAGE TWO d'el.

The Original

Allegret t i Candies

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 20.

THE PA1)1'(' k II EVENING SUN

LEAGUE OF CLUBS
TA h e

COMMITTEE

Closing Out a Booh,Stationery AND Music Stock

Meant a Fine Chance to Buy the Nicest Kind of Christmas Presents at Money Saving Prices

t tt tITE .aeloNti 5,000* %VIII, INVESTIGATE SITCATIoN
Never will you have suctLanother golden opportunity. Don't Wait
IN NEV 101tbi.
ALONG WATER FRONT.
.once to get your choice.

until

011.1.

.

Christmas

eve

to

visit

us

but come at

A Blind Man Would Rec:ognize Thes

e as Bargains,
Room-y.4i Leads, in First Choke and lioerd of .illiermen Take Steps to
A Sledge Hemmer Book Bargain
Marcaria,
gold edges
20
Ebee Holden. Good as David
Hughes for Second Choke
exert. Needs of River 'I reale in
Last Days of Pompeii..
10 Cents Each
New Testaments. very. larglie type
Harum.
of All.
Way of Wharf Room,
- Nearly five hundred cloth-back
With Lee in Virginia.
for old people
$1.00t2.85! In the Bishop's carnage. A charmfresh stooks of the
books that charm the heart and,
Try Again,
have dozens of Bibles and Test 'hag story,
famous "Original
eleate the fance. The cream .of thd'
Six to Sixteen.
anoints not described above. Our big
Story of an Untold Love. Simply
world's best literature by the master
Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Allegretti Candies."
szock end low <14...eet ought to get ' great.
Washington. D. C., Dec. 2&---John
Saunders Fowler was present at
Don't Miss This Chance, Buy your trade.
A. Stewart. president of the Republi- the meeting of the aiderrneu last mind of the century. Good print,
The Silent Places. Well worth
It conies in Alie half,
Look at Milt Lot for 43c Each.
can League of Clubs of New Yor knight and asked the bohrd for 2041 good binding and good paper make them in lots of a dozen- Remethber,
reading.
one, two, three and
ibis a am t aretuarkable offering at' 10 cents while they last.
St. Elmo, Finest love story eyedstet,. pave Out a statement hug night feet of river frontage at the foot of
Janice Meredith. A great favorite.
live pound] boxes,
the prices.
Sidles and Testaments.
Ns titter'.
Rezanov, Gertrude Atherton.
telling of thei result of 5.000 inquiries Jefferson street for wharfboat purWe name
few titles only:
Teachir's Bible, Limp LeatherielndCall of the Wild, Jack London. A
and shipments are
as to preference for.president. In a poses far the Cairo'
Heart's Desire. Read this.
.and Paducah
Children of the Abbey.
trig, illustrated, maps, etc., worth great stery i
letter the statement says, addressed Packet line, but as there is now an
received three times
The HoosiereSchoolmaster,
Evangeline.
$1.5-0; our price
Gentlemen from Luddite.
.95
'
Nothing
to
The Jungle. An awful story.
"men
ordinance
prohibiting
of
wharfboat
influence
a
not
elasified dia week. het us have
Enineerson's Essays.
• Hearts and Masks. Sweet and
Keacher's Bleile'same as above, with better.
rectly with
political organizations" at that place. Alderman Hank made
Longfellow's Poems.
your Christmas orthumb index
Groat ark. This ranks anackhg the dainty.
the league Wrestled c.onvietion, of the the tuotiou and it was carried that
Thaddeus of Warsaw,
Telicher's Bible, fine paper, illu
Ss
1.
- 15 beat.
ders now.
sincertty of President Roosevelt's at- the city treasurer shall uot receive
e The Blazed Trail, an outdoor
1.ena Rivers
referenCes, conMonsieur
Beaucare.
Dantiest stOry,
titude with reference to a "second any rental or grant any river frontArabian Nights.
•
lt
gotl'e
dac
tin e
b,i only
$120
$1.20 story ever written.
llodse of Defense, Benson.
nomination," apd asked for the names age for the year le08 until an inBlack Beauty.
Teacher's Bible, concordanae, subFortunes Alf Fife Cute and catchy.
Caleb Conover. Mighty fine.
of "first, second and third chalice for gestigation can be made by a comBlack Rock,
In the Palace of the King.
president of citizens of your com miaee of three, appointed to see
When Knightbood Was in Flpwer.
Hidden Hand,
i
t ro
!
etnotn
ing,laa
dcaL
orChrlsstelif.
words
'
r
a
If I Were Bing. As sweet a story
whether a new ordinance or an
Dorothy Vernon of Hadden Malt.
minty."
Twice Told Tales.
red letters
as erer written.
Chaverhouse. Ian
Graham
of
Two-thirds of the answers were re- amendment to the standing one
Prince of the House of David.
Teacher's Bibles, ChriStien
Life
Castle Craneerow
Better than Macjaren's last book. It is good.
ceived before President Roosevelt re- would be best. Aldermeti Charublin,
Tom Brown's School Days,
edition, all.the helpe and many
Craustark.
The above and hundreds of other
peated hie renunciation
if a third" Miller and Hannan were appoiutee
A Child's- Garden of Verse.
extra features. Something new
Mau on the Box, Nothing better good books in fine clqth lending that
4th and Broadway
term. The result of the poll on first on the committee. The new whardt
Teeenyson's Poems,
in fiction.
have 'heretofore sold at $1.04) and
choice as given in the statement' was boat will be put in enmediately
Either Phone No. 77.
1.0711e.
New Testaments, cloth binding
.15
leean erom Glenga ry.
l
Sons and 11.50, we offer you at this price.
after the space is granted.
as follows:
Plee'le.Poems.
I • e. •
New
leather.
Fathers.
The board was called to order
45c each.
Roosevelt
1 117
Holiday boxes of flue imwith
members
six
present,
Aldermen
Hughes
29?
An Oyster Would Open up for This Kind of Bait.
Cort eiyOu
ported 41 (1 domestic
221 Mille; and StewaA coming in later.
Sphinx, soft
Mr. C. T. Allen was relegated from Quart bottles of Ink, Carter's,
black
lead, very
Taft
Everything ls Cut Down.
Don't wait but get your reaolce while
241
Cita
Stafford's, Sanford's, etc ... 44/e
smooth, No. I.
9Zie,Guitars worth $3.50 no'w
Cannon
$2.,33 you ,can.
• 39 a sewer assessment of $395. This
••••••
Eeterbeook's Pens 048, 1 gross.. 57e Duplex, Indellible Pencil
was allowed in the lower board.
Root
25c i Guitars worth $5.0.J. now
$3.60 leountnin Pens for Everyday Use.
60
A letter web read from the Indi- Envelopes 2 paCkagee, box of
Forum, very soft
La Follette
Aibums worth $1.00, now
166
75c Never-Leak Fountain Pen, solid
e5o
for
ana
Audit compkny, in regard
20c
to
Rubber Heads.
!Albules worth $1.1•0, now ..:. $1.00
FIRE AT ORION.
Hamlet, sAimb as Second Choice.
Gold Point
83c
Lead Pencil*,
We handle the .4. W. Faber Bands Albqms worth $2.50, now ... $1.6•0' Flash Fountain Pen, abselpte satOn second choke Bugles le,ad with collecting money due the city, the
-----Doz. in all sizes and make a special price Music Rolls worth J1.00, now,. GSc
Hotel mid eostoftice .a 1114 oh* Build- eel while Cortelyou was seconcewith matter was referred to the finance
isfaction to user
$1.20
Eagle Drafeng Pencils; soft ..3.0c of tlOc for a quarter pound box. This ;Music rolls worth 82.00, now $1.40
ings Burned.
4 tie Taft got only 153 for second committee.
Pie-keep Ducky Curve, Solid Gold
Venue
Indetlible Pencil
60c Is about halt tne price yo i pay when Lamps worth $2.50, now .... $1.40
-choice. On third choice Comely ou'The bonds offered by E. J. Paxton.
Points, each pen warranted. No
you buy small boxes.
Union City, Tenn. Dec. 20.- F:re ed w.th 3112 and flugbes was second We. Orr, Robert
'Lamps worth $3.85. now .... $2,65
Hicks, Staurice MephIsto Indellible Pencil (Hardleaks, no trouble in any way.
trinth's)
6$te
All our Book Store stuff go at our Lamps worth $4.35, noel.... $3.00
broke out in Lovell's drug store at with 323. No other choler for Taft Melntyre, A. Franke. J. L. Gaither
This is the best pen made. ..
Eagle
Dfagraph
No 2
erie ,
lose out, prices
and R. D. Barnett were accepted as
•
°Won last night about 10 o'clock. was given.
Dolls of all kinds at just cost
$2.5',). $3.00, $3.en.$4 00
'The Commercial hotel and live other
The :eague asked the men tetwhom passed by the lower board. C. E
Come
and sec us before we move and get some of our Bargains, such- chances don'
business houses, the-poteoffice. hotel, it addressed Its letter if the finance,
' Heil gave bond in the I'. S. Fidelity
t come every- day. We have to
Lovell's drug More, barber shop. panic had impaired President Roose- ,ompany of Baltimore for marker
move by January 1st and it is easier to move monty than goods.
Tucker's grocery store and others velt's popularity, and in its statement master. Ms bond was accepted.
were al/ destroyed. The loss is esti- says "another surprising developThe report of the joint Reeve
Now at Harbours
After January 1st 1
mated to be about $25.410e, with ment in the Canvass is the relatively committee was accepted and drafts
Deplrtment Store
about $15,000 insurance. The origin slight extent to iihich President ordered drawn to pay it.
at 313 Broadway
of the tire is not known. It was first Rooreteles popularity with the mass
On account of a new ecenrw ordidiecovered near the ,stove in the of the people has been weakened by nance having to be amended it was
Lovell drug store, and. with a little the present panic and newspaper criti- referred baek to the ordinance, comio about ist,,u,ub,
presence of mind on the part of those cism of his course,
mittee. One amendment suggested
'
•
November's total of 'steerage depart:
•
who first discovered it, it might have
was that the hucksters and milk
been extinguished.
Aealers' license-be done eiV/I with. dt Aligralory Tide* Across the Sea.•urea eastward was 96,724, wilt,'
Why Is Sugar Sweet?
&
more than double the outflow of :tie
sugar
did
If
not dissolve in the mouth
In regard to the complaint • at
month in lete6. About one)lake wife a present of a new car- ton could not taste the sweet. storm sewer amessnient of property
third of the returning aliens are Dalp•-t. Wo will lay it Xinaa Eve, free GROVE'S TASTELESt3 CHILL TON- olvners on Broadway between TwenBothlthe immigration and emigre- fans, who came only for a temporal"(
of charge. Any price carpet you waist IC is as strong as the strongest bit- ty-third and Twenty-fifth streets, the
tion
of the pelted stile,' this year stay, but there is also a large Peeretonic,
ter
but you do not taste the aldermen ordered the assessment to
to buy we can %hoe you.
wile considerably exceed any former sentation of Hungarians, Scendanavbitter
because
stand,
ingredients
the
allow
and
property
do
not
owliers
to
RUDY.
PHILLIPS
& CO.
•
dissolve in the mouth, but doeslissolve .stablish their right to exemption in figures. For the twelve months end- tans, Ruminants, Poles end Slays. in
une 3aoslaistits,349.
tm
elitetedw
the totalgoing
beyond
of aliens
eadily in the acids ef the stomach. court.
ad- the dull period of 189:l and 16$4 the
FAMIL1- TAKE LOIG W.eLE
number of outgoir allone for the
a just as good for Grown People as
31.E1P1ILIS TO LOUISVB.LE.
the fiscal year -I606 by 184,614, and two
or Children. The First and Original
Yea
"was 37
'
4'11941' In 1899 11
11109043%*6064101166e.
the
Ii
!crefinsca
ee Io
• tyee
l; C9 5 by
5 :511J
Tasteless Chill Tonic. The Standard
:
t
e was Illeoleit. A prospect 'of a dull
Paul Crumbach and wife and 13wiltee
in
labor
die
ibarket on acpet
for
cent,
years.
re30
and
50c.
'I)
year-o1d boy were given lodging and
Phnne 358.
Phone 765.
spectIvely. The number rejected last count of the currency trouble explains
aid by the. Charity club last night.
year was 13,064, which is about the some of the present heavy departures.
Congo
Treaty
leriEge
'They are walking from Memphis ti.
average proportion. Three annualrBut the Improved facilities for crossBrussels. Dec. 20.-Following an
Louise:le and were stranded when
examination of the ctemplete extent
Albeit "Yes- is the sweetest word arrivals by the mellow represent a tug tht ocean must be considered.
Paducah was reached. They left this
of the Congo annexation treaty the that ever fell from mortal lime the new era in the shifting of population The steerage rate has been $21, or
Morning on their was to Louisville.
liberal members of the chamber of greatest word in our language is from the old world to the new, or about the coat of a ticket from St.
rather from many countries to one Louis to . ew York. Ocean travel
deputies voted unanimously in cau•
Only One "BROMO QUININIP•
cus today to oppose the treaty on
has given as civilisation. If country whose republican form of has become safer, swifter and more
Passage to whom a few Eastern cities months as a Colonel.
That is LAXATIVE RROMO QUIthe ground that the conditions there- Adam had been able to say "No" we government and fields of labor are comfortable. It commands a much
constitute America, and whO are deNINE. Look for the signature of E. ii
Calmed the nomination of Bales
setdown unduly limit the sover- were without sin. Columbus discov- most attractee to those who turn to a larger revenue. The liners this year
laded with the Idea that the moot for Preejelent by switching
W. Grove. Used the world over to fegrey of Belgium and
the Kendisregard ered America because, while every- new home to impro‘e their conditions hate received over 19N00,000 from prosperous of
their fellow-country- tucky delegation for, him in the.conCure a Cold in One Day. 25c.
Belgium's rights
There is a pros- one else was standing around /twirling of work and scale of living. The im- eastward steerage passFagera . Many
men there point the sure way for vention of 1876.
pect that the treaty Will be with- "Yes." the world is fiat like t buck- migration 'of more than a million and will return to this country, but 'a
their own chances. Immigration is
Appointed to the Supreme Court
Illotlitlay Rate Over the N.. C. & St. drawn and that the cabinet will wheat cake," he was tearing his hair a quarter a year could be indefinitely larger ealstward tide of alien traVel
a big subject and cane for constant soon after Hayes' inaugurati
on.
L. Railway.
thenewfter resign.
and exclaiming "No." Ge:Ileo found Increased If the bars were let down to will be a feature of the future.
study - St. Lotlis Globe-Democrat.
One and one-third fare plus 27,
Teheran ('risk fp Maintained.
out what the earth does on its axis th6 Asiatics. but the wise redtrictions
With kite passake across the AtlanLiver in Order.
cents between points in the southTeheran. Persia, Dect 24.-The because while the knowing'ones of in this respect can not be safely re- tic rendered
so easy, the tendency
Portiere for mother's present would
"I don't know whether the ponipaeast. Tickets on sale December 20; strained situation between
pares- his eine were saying. "Tlte World is laxed, and will be maintained with in- aliens ,to locate in a few Eastern certainly peewee
See our Xmas ELS. doured young lady who brings
21, 22. 23 24. 25, O. el and Jan- meSt and the shah was unmarked to- really stationary, and only seems to creasing firmdess. 'Newcomers from
me
states is, unftetUnately, increased. ?torment In friiiged and bordered
my breakfa -t has.bcen Itetening, qeuary 1. Limited to leave destination day by acts of open disorder. Both be going around because we
Europe can be amimilated. Their
do not
In
t the
immigration law Congress one. at $2. $3, $11.30'and up to $13. whether
she thinks for herself," sayr
not later than January 6th, lime. the reactionaries and the constitu7 have prohibition.- he was hurting children Become a part of the Amer-bureau
digtribe
dv
i Ilis
oinots omi
t lunyist-nr, PHILLIPS & CO.
the young man who takes his Meals
can compotete. Not so with any of
Call on F. L. Weiland, city freight tionalists are determined end a crash stones from the tower of %
Pisa and
formatIofor
nand
a
in te restaurant, to a Washington Herand passenger agent. for fall in- may easit be precipitated
thundering "No." Alexander became the inhabitants of Asia except the points connectedwith
Justice Harlan, the Man.
ete adminisald reporter, "but she's getting to be
formation.
leue.sians
of
the northern region. *ration
the conqueror of the world because,
of the contract laeor law are
(Washington Herald.)
almost funny. Yesterday I ordered
"A woman whose hair Is rating out asking himself If the terrible Mau There are profound reaeons, racial, unsettled, ceps-daily those/relat
Seventy-four years old. six feet two Itver and bacon,
ing to
and when I waited
writes its to ask what to do with it " Darius could whip him, he had the mental, moral, physical and political, the scope of state atthalrity
in the in his stockings. .
why
and %teed till l'd committed everythe
Asiatic
e
can
not be Amrelcan matter.
hardihood to exclaim "No" and went
said the snake editor.
Large
cities in the East and
ee firm believer in the Bible and Wing in the Wasllingto
n Herald to
"Tell her to throw it away,- replied out and knocked the imperial stuf- ized. In many particulars they them- states adjacent have too many aliens. the Constitutio
n of the United States; n1E:filmy.
selves draw the line rgainst
the sporting editor.
fing out of the aforesaid Per'Man.
adapts- The West. South and peruthweet have a Presbyterian in religion.
s
"'Come hither' I eald to her. 'I
The dawn of civilization occurred betty.
too few. Especially on the farms is
A devotee of golf as a mode of ex- gave you my order half
Dtiring the year 1907 the
au hour ago.
when
mate
waking
in
Kt
dim
cave.
number
labor
The Lord never forgets the man
'seriously' needed. Congress ercise.
Do I get that liver!'
asked terns-elf. "Am I sa',islied with of aliens returning from the United should encourage
who forgets himself.
measures
'Born'
'in
to
Kentucky.
pr
studied
law.
"she slopped chewing gum longer
leis savagecr Am
always to be a States to their native countries has mote the going of immigrate to the practiced before
reaching his ma- than I ever knew her to do before.
wearer of skins and a hotfooter after increased surprisingly. The total of sections of the
couptre where they jority and entered public life at
1T IS A FACT..
"'You get it,' said she; 'but there
the nimble deer'? 'No,'" he ex- eastward: steerage Passengers for the are most
needed!. Until this is ac- twente-two.
(Buffalo. N. Ye Times.)
were two orders in ahead of yours.
claimed, springing from his bed of twelve' rucinths welt be not far from complished a
large part of the anigraRaised a Itekion regiment and You don'tewant your lire:
in view of the general belief in rite
Therefer‘•
out of or• • • IT, IT
boughs suadepuspending his leopard 5e0 eee
'
tot flfteer, der, do you?'"
incurability of 'bionic Bright's Dia- skin
trousers for the day
,on a few
eaee and Diabetes, we were asked to
hickory skewers • rtin through his
send a representative to interview
tough hide. That sante afternoon
three parties in this city, two of
they moved out of the cave tato the
whom have recovered and the third
first log house
is getting well.
There is a great piece of statuary
A memeer of our staff went to one in Paris called
"The Thinier." It
of
the
parties
on Jefferson street to represents man first exercising
THE
his
Investigate. He Is a business man. wits.
"Am I thinking of a thing"He save the reporters the following be had
asked himself. "No." Now
fetes: He had a friend who was so we have
a thought .for the day prefar gone with Diabetes that he (stied pared in advance.
hardly move. Later he was astoftIf anyone wilts yot if you know
Certainly nothing you could give would
be more appreciated than a pair
I ished to see him back again at his the greatest
Phone 38-fl
of fine shoes, such as the
word in our language.
1
1
(
merican
Lady or American Gentleman. Their
empioerhent. Meanwhile big wife de- tell him "No"
trim, well-bred appearance and
It won't sound any
perfect
fit would give pleauliure for along, long time after Christmas
yeeyped the same disease. Later she stranger than moat
day. Let your gift be a
truth.
Watch
sensible one this season. A pair of these
:was again about her daily occupa- your boss whtn you
good shoes ,itist fills the bill-and, not
ask h:m if you
leaSt important, the price is a sensible
tione.
,
one, too.
can have a day off to go quail huntAmerica
n
Lady
e The business man in question was ing. "No," he will say, whicb
is why
Gentlem
an
Intensely Interested. as he was a he is bows. Everybody
says "Yes" to
great sufferer himself from Diabetes a man who.oan say "No."
He learned how their recoveries had
Rosette Conkting -wed to say that
been effected. and procured the treat- he became a great orator because
he
ment for himself, with the result spent hours in aq empty
hall enunciWe have the men who know
that he has reeuined the personal' ating the word "Rome"
so his wife
care of his busInss.,
how to do your work just as
could hear it at the other end.
309
It so happens that the member of
If you will praetiee on."No" until
It should be done, and we
the Times ?miff who vesetie& these your wife can
hear you across the tamake an effort all all times to
Both Phones 675
facts also knows of anotber aseen ble you will get tech.
give you just what you want.
this city that is yielding to the matte
Learn So say "No."-Clark McAd
ireatment. That chronic
anis In Post Dispatch.
Let us figure with you the
Disease and Diabetes, deemed fatal
next time you need any printthe world over, are ntow curable is
Shirt waist boxer; for a Chrbermet
ing-probably we can save
being established here*, sve;i as in preeent would please.
We have them
nia.--Buffalo TIMes.
you some money. We knose
Own $1.75 to $.3.00.
I sent for this treatment in the Inwe can give you satisfactory
RUDY. PHILLIP:4 & CO.
terest of people here. If those interwork, and give it to you
ested In the curability of Bright's
Some inert start out to 1001( for
romptly.
Disease or Diabetes wee call I Will trouble and
then 'pick OW a place
give them fit'l ieformation.--W. B. where there hn't one
ehteite In a hen---1
‘Mi Pheriene Pedtteah.
died of finding It.
We have put in and
always shall carry

Gilbert's Drug Store

I

I D. E. WILSON
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THE BOOK AND
MUSIC MAN
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• Give Us a Share of
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INSURANCE

E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS

1_. . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

All Kinds of Insurance j

a

WHEN

You Want Any
Printing

You Usually

Want it at Once

Sun Job Rooms

Why Not a Pair of American Lady or American Gentleman Shoes?

Does all kinds of printing

Shes $3, $3.50, $4.

American

LENDLER
LYDON

Broadway

Shoes $3.50, $4, $5
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FOR P1TLUIJE FORMS OF INSANITY FOUND.

f

eTh
PeelOrtned

Goods
Dehverrd
Promptly

Night

Only Three More Shopping Days to Xmas
As the Christmas festival draws nearer, the question comes up daily
as to what to give him. Here's the answer:

Bath Robes
House Coats
Mufflers
Suspenaers
Umbrellas Suit Cases and Hand Bags Walking Sticks
Jewelry Sets, Buttons and Pins to Match
Zodiac Start Pin, the Sign Under k bid You Were Born
Gloves
Overcoat Handkerchiefs
Fancy Pests
Plain and Initial Handkerchiefs
13.50 to $15

$4 to $15

$1 to

$3,i t66$ 0111)

Si tti $5

7'

Cairo
ris'
5 (1.
0.3
5 fall
ChattanoogaRiver Siallg•
::
:29
23.6 1.5 fail
Cincinnati
18.6 3.6 fall
Evansville
'Florence .....I.... % l5.0 0.0 at'd
Johnsonville
6.9 0.1 fall
9.5 0.2 fall
Louisville
6.8 1.2 I fall
Mt. Carmel
10.'5 0.4 rise
Nashville
4.5 1.9 fall
Pittsburg
5.0 0.1 fall
Se Louis
17.0 0.0 st'd
Mt. Vernon
Paditcah
13.0 1.4 rise
3.5 0.0 st"d
Burnisdes
4.5 0.0 st'd
Carthage

•

Memphis, Tenn.. Dec. 20.-E, L.
Jones, one of the best known steamboat engineers of this port and chief
engineer for the Lee Lin a for/ pests,
dropped dead at his room insthe Y.
M. C. A. building. He was preparing
to visit his brother, Fdstard Jones,
of Labelle. Mo., when death came.

23c up

$1 to $10

One df our merchandise certificates will simplify the whole matter, if you don't know the size or color or style of whatever you
would choose. Let the recipient make his own selection. :: Open evenings until Christmas.
.•
.•

Don'tforget our cut sale
on clothing

Don't forget our cut sale
on clothing

11111=111\
PRICE OF PEANUTS.
Association Grewere Decide on FiveCent Raise.
Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 20.-At a
meeting of the district union of the
at
Equity
of
American Society
Crooked Creek, Perry county,'delegates being present found all the
peanut producing counties, it was decided to raise the price of new peanuts five cents per pound after the
fourth Saturday in January. 19418.
A' resolution was also adopted di
recting the district secretary to notify
two drummers that they must stop
circulating false reports telative to
union men selling peanuts or suffer
the consequences. The growers are
proceeding along the lines, of the tobacco growers in the matter of
prices.
8,000 FiHEEP KILLED.
Masked Men Drive Herder Aeay at
Point of Wile.
Sheridan, Wyo.. Dec. 20.-A band
of, masked men descended upon a
sheep camp belonging to Oxwainer
Brothers, of Sheridan, killing 8.000
head, wounding many and burned it
camp wagon and outfit. The herder
was driven away at the point of a
rifle. The sheriff followed the tracks
of the raiders until they merged into
the main thoroughfare. when the
trail was lost.
Wey to Break Up Feud.
Owensboro. Ky.. Dec. 20.-Daviess
county's only genuine feud is Probably broken up. It has existed for
five years between the Dowdeliteand
the Webers. W. H. L. Dowdell, the
senior member of the' family, aged
eighty, was whitecapped five years
ago, and John Weber WAS convicted
as one of .the mob and given one
year in the penitentiary. There has
been no peace since, and now Dowdell is sentenced to one ytar In the
pealtentia6 for shooting at Bob
Weber, and Bob and John Webeeare
being tried for shooting at Dialvdell.
Prosecutor Ringo is making a strong
effort to have all sebt to the penitentiary.

hilted ie the death •15f Earl S. FillinLace Curtains would, make a pries
,ger, were expelled. Reed pleaded
guilty befor, a magistrate tosecur- Ural gift. AV; have soMe splendid
fast ,liqnor for a minor and well fined ,ealues for Xmas at $1.30, $2.(o,
$20 and (writs. There are four elite $2.50 and higher.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
eases against. him.

•

50e to 1*, ,;(1

15c to 50c

Officiel Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville will <Antinue rising during the next two
dam then fall. At Mt. Vernon will
continue rising during ace next three
days. At Paducah and Cairo will
continue rising during the next several days.
The Terruessee at Florence and
Riverton will fall during the next
Paducah Tobacco Market.
several days. At Johnsonville not
Hbds.
much change tonight, then fall.
44
The Mississippi from Chester to Receipts week
6 053
Cairo, will continue to rise slowly Year
Offerings week
daring the next 3-6 hours.
1 645
Year
42
Rejections
Expel Illinois Students. ,
29
Champaige, III- Dec. 20.-F, W. Pr. Sampling
Reed and A. W. Fredericks, the Uni- Pa. Sales
29
versity of Illinois students who took Sales week
............ 76,8663
part in the drinking bout whiab re Year

•

50c to $5

$ .00 to S.; 00

IIIER NEWS
-.

The Kentucky got In last night
with a good trip of freight from the
Tennessee.
The Nellie Willett arrived from
the Tenneesee last night and left
for Evanaville this morn.ng
The Hopkins is due tonight from
Eva us Iii.
A barge belonging to the AyerLord Tte company and the Xellie
Drown will be taken on the ways
for repairs this afternoon.
The U. S. boat Golden Rod got in
last night and left for .1i0und City
this morning. She will return tomorrow and go up the Tennessee.
The City of Sakill0 arrived from
St. Utile last night to go in winter
quarters.
' The Csastallia as let off the ways
this morning.
The Bald Eagle is due tonight
from 9t. Louis to go intouinter quarters In the Ducks Nest. .
River stage 13;0. a rise of 1.4.
The Jim thiffv rot away for the
the Tennessee river today after a
tow of ties.
The steamer Scotia is due out of
for
the Tennessee today, bound
Cairo with a tow of ties and lumber
The steamer Nellie will leave for
up the Tennessee today after a to;vof ties.
The Dick Fowler is making one
trip daily between Paducah and
Cairo, leaving at 8 in the mofning.
The Royal leaves at 11 for Golconda
and the Cowling is making twq trips
daily to Metropolis. These boats
are doing a good Christmas businese
The Lula Warren, which is being
repaired at the try docks, will be
used' when finished to help the steam
er Henrietta, owned by Captain
Summers.

irs% r

ye r

'I

Baltimore. Md., Dec. 20.-A cure
for one of the pItiable forms of insanity, hitherto consilered lit expert
medical works as 50 per cent ineuiable, has been found, it is hoped. in
the surgeon's knife by Dr. N. M.
Owensby, physician in chief at By
View insane asylum. This form of
Insanity is known id' the profession
as dementia praecox. It destroys as
It proceeds., the human qualities 01
resistance, thought and speech, rendering the victim little more than a
beast-often a most depraved degenerate. '
Selekting the wort case in the
aaplutn, Oweneby last July performed
an operation. The ease was kept under observance for two months without the slightest Indication of the retyrn of symptoms. Last `October the
case was dismissed and the man has
since secured employment and Is
doing intelligent work. Four cabs;
cases were operated upon and they
slowed the return of intelligence.
An exception was found in a case extremely far advanced.

1

irt or,iffr

Open

on Four Patient% With (keel Effect-4'0n
si3ered Inetauble.

Operat Men
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A fool jumps at conditions, the
The man who has no m'usie in his
wise man jumps away 'from them.
poul might try a shoe born

MINE HORRORS
INCREASE THIntli'liH lAcK OF
KNOWLEIKiE OF' EXPIAaslYIKS.

Startling Reeord ef Three Years Br
Whirl] Great Increase Is Noted
in Casualty List.
Is

•
Washington, Dec. 30.-The coal
mines of the United States are killing three times as many mea per
thousand employes as those of most
European countries. In
the last
seventeen years 22.8.40 -men hare
given up their lives in the mines of
this country.
As many violent
deaths have occurred in the mines
during the last six. years as during
the preceding eleven years. The mutt
ber of fatal accidents each year is
now double that of the year 189$.
In 19416. 6,861 men were killed or
Injured in the mines, the dead numbering 2,061 and the injured 4.S0•0.
These terrible facts have been
gleaned by government experts, act-

in gender orders from Secsatary
Garfield. ef the interior department.
to investigate the nature and extent
of mine accidents. particulerly those
resulting from. explosions, and also
to make suggestions as to how mining cenditions may be improved and
accidents prevented.
It Is indicated that thcs Increase
has seen due in part to the lack of
proper and enforceable mine regula
teem, in pore to the lack of reliable
information concerning the exprosiva* used in mining, an} the conde
(ions under which they .an be used
Lately In the prepense of the gas and
dust encounteted in the mines, and
partly to the fact that in the development of coal minlns, not only Is the
number of miners increasing, bet
many from which coal is being taken
are either deeper or father from the
entrance where ,good ventilation Is
more difficult and the daagerous accumulations of explosive gas more
frequent.

TWO DEMOCRATS Elf:HT
petual beautifier" cootie from $201 t
ON F14011 1sle TI1E BOUSE.' to $30o a 'train, else th? purchaser
' would only\ get something that reWashington. Dec. r.k-John Sharp senibled ordinary table salt in
atWilliams. of Mississippi, leader of i°Z:ranee.
the minority, and Representative
When Professor Wood. of the chair
David A. De Armond. oi Missouri. of sxperinaental physics, who was
engaged in a flat fight over the pass- 'yr.-sent at the lecture, ass asked
ing of the lie on the floor of the ' about the statement he looked pushouse of representatives. Mr. Wil- sled for a moment. Then he said:
liams struck the first blow and Mr.
"Oh. yes, I do remember someDe Armond retaliated vigorously thing about it
I believe he found
with clinched fists. When the com- that radium retares the growth of
batants were separated blood was the caterpillar into the butterfly,
and
flowing down. Mr. Will.ams' face he argued from this that It might
from a small gash iu the left cheek keep people young. One might
just
and his forehead
was red and as well ray that, because cigarettes
abrased. Mr. De Armond bore no interfere with growth, use
cigarettes.
Marks of the fray.
Seriously. I am quite sure Dr. Brooks
was joking when he said what he did
GIRLS 10
RADIANT AT 100. about beauty and youth. Beyond a
doubt he did not Intend to be taken
Radium a• Perpetual Beautifier Ex- literally."
pounded by college Prufe••••••r.
'Then you do not know anything
about radittna as a beaueller?•'
Baltimoes Dee 20 --In a lecture
Dr. Wood shook his head
at Peabody lertitute. Prcfessor WIl
"Nor how to use it for that pur
A Safety Reser with 12 blades Minn R. Brooks. of Hobart Cullege. pose'!"
would make a nice "resent for father. said that with the aid of radium a
The doctor shook his head again
young woman could retain all of her "It was a joke," he said.
Hank Brie. have them at $1.00.
i freshness and beauty for a hundred
----No woman was ever sitled with iyiters or more. But only rich women
Remember th•• Charity (bib dinner
hetngo
be
ealu
Ltiful; she wants to be told Ican afford the experiment, for the at the laeeb home. Fifth and Broadthat
!professor pointed out that this "per- way. tontl.rrne.

t.
PLUCKY DMPUTY.
Gun in Hood of One of If t.' Men
Failed to Wulf Rim
Hkkman, Ky., Dec. 20.-Last even
Mg after arresting a man in the lower
bottoms and starting to town with
hint. Deputy Sheriff Goalder Johnson
met Prank Ferrington, a bootieager.
on the road, Warrauts had been out
for Ferrington for the last five years,
but he had always suectersfullyeluiee
the officers. He had made threats to
shoot both the sheriff and deputy if
they attempted to take him. When
Deputy Johnson met him he bad the
arrested man behind bile on li!•
horse, but arrested Ferringtoa Forrington carried a 44-Colt's pistol and
made an attempt to draw the same,
but Johnson was the quicker, covered
him with his pistol, dismounted and
handcuffed him, marching Min ahead
of him to town, bringing In the two
pristrners. Eerrington was placed In
jail, where he will await the January
term of court. Ferrington bad said
that the officers here could not take
h.m
Navajo Indian rugs, a gift worth
%visite, $.3.50 and e8.50.
ItUDV• 1`11113.11`14 & ('0
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'xtraordinant tpportunik
:xmas Yur 'Coats Underpriced

furrier expressed us today eight of his best quality Electric Seal Coats, instructing us to give our
OURcustomers
a genuine bargain in them. We offer you these goods
when you need them at a
just

saving of from $22 50 to $15 each. These garments .are perfect, guaranteed to wear for a yea.r and
stored
next summer free of charge, being returned to you in the fall in perfect condition. We unhesitatingly
say this is the best fur coat bargain ever offered you. Come to see them at once. .•
•

•

Two Electric Seal Coats, loose back, shawl collar, regular
115 coat, for
$23.50

One Electric Seal Coat,_Jtize 3Cr, heaver trimmed, worth 165,
priced at
.
..$42.50

Three Electric Seal coats, fitted back, extra length and hest
fur made, a regular 149 50 coat, priced at
$34.80

One Electric Seal Coat, shawl voila!, fitted back, a regular
$38.50 coat, to close for
$27.50

One Electric Seal Coat, Size 38, bore back, extra

Cuff,

box coat, 7ti slee

a regular 1.10 coat, at..

_

_$27.50

P4an

porn

But now the vtbrating ether agitates
delicate instruments attuned to pitch.
and behold. another inritery--out of
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY.
sight, out of hearing, out of touch
TILE SUN PUBLISHING COMPANY we talk with those who sell the deep:
Science adds wonder to wonder and
DICOMP0MATLI)
reveals to us each year new etaienvea
F. al. FISHER, PresideaL
of the great mystery.
E. J. PAXToN, General Manager.

the Vabucab Zun.

Materert at the postolles at Paducah.
Ka. as second clam matter.
IIBBSCHIPTION ILATIES•
-- —
THE DAILY WM
10
By Carrier, per week
By grail, per month, in advance.. 26
Hy mail. per year, in adrance....22 60
THE WEEKLY suit
Per year. by mall. postage paid..11.00

vamtv. DF.C'EMBER

THE PADIT.111 EV.P.SINg SUN

BLINDFOLDE
1M.

A Mystery Story
of San Francisco

MINING ACCIDENTS.
Something is at fault about these
repeated mine horror*. \Vest Virginia produced one a week ago, In
which 700 lives were snuffed out.
This week in Alabama 61 miners
were suffocated, and yesterday 40S
hear' beings were trappeo underground in Pennsylvania by blazing
gas to be choked or slowly tortured
to death by fire. States have mining laws, but what are they. If they
are not enforced? It is not fair to
say that men in charge of great enterprises are disregardful of human
life, nor is it just to the hundreds of
mines free from such conditions to
condemn them all out of hand because of isolated, if terrible cases,
like those just recorded. It is probably true that the detriment to the
physical property of the company anci
the liability to vindictive damages on
account of the lose of life, would
move an otherwise inconsiderate corporation to safeguard its workings.
Dust explosions, Are damp, afterdamp and all the strange dangers
that attend the underground chambers, multiplied by the carelessness
of the workmen themselves, extenuate much of the casualty- list of the
coal mining industry. One doesn't
hear of cave-Ins and other accidents
against which good engineering may
guard; but when 400 lives are lost
in the twinkling of an eye by an
agency, well known to the industry
and usually quite easily detected, it
is time for searching investrigation.
If any one is remiss, he should net
escape his deserts; and If science and
engineering have not solved the problem of protection, it is high time fie
a solution.

IT
EARLE ASHIJET WALCOTT

.nassrirrifflit INS tas lic.0110. Morrill 0..)
(Continued from last issue.);

I took station by the door as the
ns waeirne.
k
h norbd, was treiedk.nobM(w,raes
tried
and
Then the door was shaken and picturesque comments were made on the
dilatory president.
Dorldridge Knapp looked grim, but
serene, as he sat on the desk with
ids foot on the protstrate Storey. I
breathed softly, and listened to the
rising complaints from without.
There were -thumps and kicks on
the door, and at Mt a voice roared:
"What are you waiting for? Break
it in."
A crash followed, and the groundglass upper section of the door fell is
fragments.
"I beg your pardon, gentlemen," I
said, as a man put his hand through
the opening. "This revolver Is loaded,
and the first man -to come through
there will get a little cold lead in
him."
There was a pause and then a storm
of oaths.
"Get in there!" Cried Decker's voice
from the rear. "What are you afraid
of?"
.
"He's got a gun."
"Well, get in, three or four of YOU
at once. He can't shoot you all."
This spirited advice did not seem to
find favor with the front-rank men,

Our Men's Toggery Itepartnrtert is full to overflowing eith
cheery. and eselusite {demi.

20.

A. CHRISfillAS GREET1N6l
Christmas bells will soon be ringing and this store
extends it* beet wishes and a Merry Christmas to its
host of friends.
With the return of the season will come the perplexing problem of—'`What shall I give him for Christmas?"
Perhater we may be able to lift the burden from your
mind by suggesting turd the things a Man appreciates mire.
Cone. to a Mures Store-40r a Mares Christmas present.

es i
ftita"

10.4
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"How's your nerve, Wilton" Inquired the King of the Street calmly.
"Are you ready for some hut work!"
"Quite ready."
THIS STORE
1Prtyne & Young. Chicago @Lad New
"Have you a revolver about your
Work, representatives.
IS OPEN
"Yes."
THE RUN can be found at the follow"Very good. I don't want you to
s'-'het, lel
EVENINGS
Ism plasma
kill any one; but It may come in handy
re L. elements Ilk Co.
as an evidence of your good intenVan Culin Bros.
tions."
Palmer House.
His led the way to California street
below Sansome, where we climbed a
flight of stairs and went down a hall
to a glass door that bore the gilt and
painted letters, "Omega Mining Co.,
J. D. Storey, Pres't"
A Suit. Rain root, t1vereoat, Pair of Trousers, Fancy
"There's five minutes to spare," said
assist you in making a selecVest, list or t'ap.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20.
my employer. "He may be alone."
tion from our Clothing Stock and make any exchanges
0.1•11=•••••
A stout, florid man, with red side'
you desire after Christmas. Their you can't go amiss in
whiskers and a general air of good
CIRCULATION STATEMENT
our elegant lines of Ilarberdashery—Neeknear, Shirts,
living, sat by an over-shadowing desk
November, 1907.
Eberiery, Gireere Underwear, Sweaters, Mufflers, Shirt
in the handsome office, and looked
1
3832
3863
16
Man or lioy—let is be your (Marti
Protectors, euspendere. Night Rohe*, Pajamas, Vinhn-1sourly at use as we entered. He was
3810
2
6275
18
, "Stocking e'iller" slid "He" will be
Las, Smoking Jackets, Beth Robes.
not alone, for a young man could be
4
3795
3839
18
delighted with his t brist nets.
seen in a side room that was lettered
3791
3846
20
"Secretary's
Office."
9
3795
3857
21
"Ah, Mr. Knapp," he said, bowing
3804
7
3865
22
deferentially to the millionaire, and
38411
a
3870
23
rubbing his fat red hands. "Can I do
3790
9
3879 )25
anything for you today?"
3794
11
3867 1 26
"I reckon so, Storey. Let me intro12
3790
3854
27
duce you to Mr. Wilton, one of our
28
3791
3848
13
coming directors."
3801
14
3845
29
I had an inward start at this in15
.16
38
3832
20
formation, and Mr. Sturey regarded
me unfavorably. We professed our102,049
Total
selves charmed to see each other.
Average. November, 1906.... 3.957
"I suppose it was an oversight that
Average. November, 1907.... 3,925
you didn't send me a notice of the di32
Decrease
rectors' meeting," said Duddridge
TAFT AND THE TARIFF.
Personally appeared before me,
Knapp.
Leaving out the advantages and
this December 3rd, 1907. R. D. MacMr. Storey turned very red, and the
frAPVIA7 AVG• Glio‘Vcr-LP ffQ i7r2O/71'i
Millen, business manager of The Sun, disadvantages of the administration's King of the Street said in an undersupport
of
the
Taft
boom,
and
the
who affIrms that the above state
tone: "Just lock that door, Wilton."
and the enemy retired for consultameat of the circulation of The Sun factional fight for control of the
"It must have been sent by mail," tion. At last a messenger came for'
at last I felt myself seized in an iron
for the month of November, 1907, Ohio delegation, the real measure stammered Storey. "Hi, there! young ward.
Notice ot,1 arse Meeting of Creditors.
REPORT MISCONSTRUED.
grip, and in a moment was seated beIs true to the beet of his knowledge of Secretary Taft's strengtO over the man, what are you doing?" he exIn the Distree tourt of the United
want?"
he
asked.
"What do you
on
the
desk.
1
,
Knapp
side
Doddridge
country
will
be
found,
when
it
is
claimed, jumping to his feet as I I "I want you to keep out."
and belief.
Starr+ of Legal Reladent Jests Has States for the Western Distnict
of
"The time is up," he said. -There's
PETER PFRYEAR, Notary Public. learned just how strong tariff. re- turned the key in the luck. "Open that I "Who Is he?" asked Decker's voice.
Not (banged.
Kentucky, ini bankruptcy,
and
Caswell
sheriff
with
the
writ."
sion
the
Is
in
the
councils
of
the
Reagain!"
that
door
My commission expires January 22
"There's another one there," cried
In the matter of Ho`ward W. Pleas"I congratulate you," I answered,
publican
party. Taft early
an- e "No you don't. Storey,' came the another voice. "Why, It's Doddridge
1908.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 20.—A dis- sat, bankrupt.
still
swimming,
head
noting
that
my
nounced in favor of tariff revision, fierce growl from the throat of the Knapp!"
To the creditors of Howard W.
the enemy had drawn back at the come patch from Vladivostok, in reply to
and some appreciable effect was Wolf. "Your game Is up."
Decker made use of some language
. the statement tele- Pleasant, of Paducah. In the county
Daily Thought.
reinforcements.
4 au inquiry, shows
noted across the Mississippi river,
"The devil it is!" cried Storey, mak- not intended for publication, and there big of
When anger spreads through thy
"Good heavens, man. YOu're hurt!" , graphed from there that theeJews in of tMcCracken and district aforeseld,
while the high, unyielding tariff men ing dash past Doddridge Knapp and was whispering for a few minutes,
breast. guard thy tongue from barkcried, pointing to my left sleeve Vladivostok have been ordered to de- a bankrupt: Notice is hereby given
he
are muttering against him through coming with a rush straight for me.
followed by silence.
frig idly.—Sappho.
a blood stain was spreading. part within ?Our days, to havesbeee that on the 16th day of December
the eastern press. If the latter per"Stop him!" roared my employer. ! I looked at Doedridge Knapp, sitting where
The wound I had received in the night founded in misconception. The status A. D. 1e07, the said Howard W.
stet in antagonizing the Taft moveand
unmoved,
counting
the
mingrim
I sprang forward and grappled Mr.
It is not surprising that anatomical ment on that ground they will drive Storey, but I found him rather a large utes till.the injunction should come. conflict at Livermore had reopened in of the Sews who are legally entitled Pleasant was duly adjudicated bankto reside at Viailleostotellati not been rupt, and that the first meeting of
experts should be interested in the the revisionists Into the Taft raw) contract, for I had to favor my left Suddenly a man hounded thsough the the struggle.
"It's nothing," said I. "Just a changed. The order signed by the his creditors, will be held at my
welfare of Bonaparte.
for refuge, and accomplish
just arm. Then he suddenly turned limp broken upper seetion of the door,
scratch."
commandant Of the port applies to office in iladucah. McCracken county,
—
what they desire to avoid, popular and rolled to the floor, his bead thump- tossed by his companions, and I found
"Here! get a doctor" cried the only those Hebrews who by under- Kentucky. on the 31st day of Decem. myself in a grapple before I could
Lack of self-restraint Is a 'sign of demand for the one they oppose, and ing noisily on a corner of the desk.
King of the Street "Gentlemen, the hand Influence or on auffrabee, tad ber, A. D., 1907, at 9 o'clock in the
loose mental organization.
Doddridge Knapp coolly laid • hard raise my revolver.
raise an issue on whieh they will get
We went down on the floor together, directors' meeting is postponed, by . succeeded in establighing a residence fore noon, at which time the said
the worst. Taft's beet hold on the rubber ruler down on the desk and I
order of court."
creditors may attend. prove , their
in the city.
'
tiopkinsville now .has two hustling people, of Ohio is the enmity he recognized the scfurce of Mr. Storey's and I had a confused notion that the
door
swung
open
and
four
or
live
claims, appoint a trastee, examine
discomfiture.
Secret societies..
aroused in fighting corruption in his
(To be continued in next beam)
the bankrupt and transact such other
"I reckon he's safe for a bit," he others rushed into the room.
Farmer Kills Self at Jackson,
own party. The antagortsm of the
I squirmed free from my opponent
business as may come property beMembers of the Christian county "stand patters" will be his strong growled. "Hullo°, what's this"
Jackson, Tenn., Dec. 20.—Henry
and sprang to my feet In time to see
•
fore said meeting
pale
a
very
young
have
I
noted
man
in
bar and citizens of Hopkinevilie
DON'T HA VE TO WALT
YOU
card in the ante-convention free-forknown
and
reBaker,
aged
67,
a
well
the whole pack around Duddridge
EMMET W. RAGBY.
the doorway of the secretary's office,
Every dose makes you feeloeirer. Lax- Pos
signed a petition for a special session all.
JackIlickeville,
a
sp€4ted farmer at
Knapp.
keeps your whole insides right, bold on the
apparently doubtful whether he should
Referee in Bankruptcy.
of the Christian circuit court. It Is
The King of the Street sat calm and mosey-back puss IMITYWII etc. Moe b0 cents. son 'suburb, ' killed himself shortly
to
raise
an
alarm
attempt
or
hide.
Paducah. Ky., Dec. 2.0, 1907.
Judge
Cook
to
call
up to
it.
revolver
forceful
with
a
in
his
t
hand,
o'clock
this
morning,
by
farafter
7
FASHION'S DECREE.
"You go back in your room and and all had halted, fearing to go farth---4)
ing a bullet from a 44-caliber re,
Has lynching become unfashion- mind your own business, Dodson,"
Notice to the Public.
We shall not miss the fleet. The
er.
solver into his temple. The suicide 310"ce tf Omit Meeting of Creditor*.
able: or has crime decreased? Statis- said the King of the Street "Go!" he
In compliance with an order of occurred while he was alone in his In the District Court of the United
Paducah is headed the way.
"Don't come too close, gentlemen,"
tics. compiled by those who have a growled fiercely, as the young man
the General Council. I hereby notify, room, When reached, by bis wife and
growled the Wolf.
States for the Western District of
hesitated. "You know I can make
Detroit chedren contracted typhoid mania for that sort of thing, record still
Then I saw one of the men raise a eeerys-property holder In sewer die, two daughters, teho were in the
Kentucky. in Bankruptcy.
break
you."
or
fever from articles eaten at a pure that only 42 gangs went out at night
six-shooter to aim at the defiant figure triet No. 1, of the city of Padtecah. house. he was breathing his last. The literfe matter of William W. Shofner.
The young man disaepeared and I that faced them. I gave a spring and
and
committed
murder
In
retaliation
the
sewer only came advanced for the fatal act
Kentucky, to connect with
food show.
Bankrupt.
for crimes during 1907. This com- closed and locked the door on tern
with one blow laid the man on the age system by May, letie
0
To the creditors of William W.
is he has been troub:ed some with
"There
they
come,"
said
I,
as
steps
floor. There was a flash of fire as he
Respectfully,
New York physicians have discov- pares favorably with the record of
attacks of vertigo,- during which his Shofner, of Paducah, in the cpunty
sounded in the hall.
fell, and a deafening noise was in my
ered the identity of the winged death 72 for the preceding year. The
D. A. Yeiser, Mayor.
keep
them
mental state was somewhat unbal- of McCracken and district aforesaid.
the'cloor
and
"Stand
by
ears.
Men
all
about
me
were
statistics
reflect
credit
on'
county
and
striking
in the common house fly. which carout," whispered my employer. "I'll at me. I scarcely felt their blows as
anced. He leaves a wife, three eons a bankrupt: Notice is hereby given
state
authorities; for during the 3 ear
flee con•accon on its feet.
Don't
that on the 16th day of December,
see that Storey doesn't get up. Keep I warded them off and 'returned them.
Remember the Charity deb dinner and three daughters.
know any remedy unless they make they manifested a determination to still now. Every 'minute we gain is
A. D.. 1907, the said William W.
at the Loeb home, Fifth and Broadthe
desperate
for
I
was
half-mad
with
'meet
attempted
;nob
violence
with worth $10,000."
the flee wear arches. or set .Luther
Use eon Went Ads.—Best results. Shofner was dialy adjudicated barrke
sense of conflict against odds. Hut way, tomorrow.
Biarbanks to breeding a Species of fly force and the mob spirit was quelled,
rapt, and that the first meeting of hitt
except under the most severe provowithout any feet.
creditors will be held at my Offief, in
roares.rerarerrry.b....4.
ation. The crimes for which lyncheere.eere.
esesi-esseefteeeseee-erreets•ass 4.•-•e-sesee"÷""'"'""a•-••"""'""
t
.
*
Paducah, McCracken county, Kens
ings were held this year were inTAX ON WHEELS.
tucky, on the list day of Decembet.
i
,
i
variably assault, attempted assault
A. D., 1907, at 9 o'clock In the foreIn Chicago a license tax is imposed or murder. The
preceding year
noon, at which time' the said creditvehicles
graduated aieording to
on
lynch ings were indulged in for trivial
s:frit may attend, prole their claim,
,
the number and size of the wheels. provocation. One
Leather
does not count it
Useful
Some
Reductions
on
Great
tropoint
a trustee, examine the bankThe revenue of the city is augmented always a low state of morale. when
i
i
rupt and transact such other business
hundreds of thoueande of dollars by simple natures obey a primitive
inas may come properly before said
i
this means. The pr!neip:e of the tax stinct to wreak instant vengeance,
i..
Articles for Xmas
Clothing
Childrm
'
s
meeting.
EMMET W. BAGBY,
is just. It lays the burden of street when the victim deserves
the punish.
1
Referee in Rankruptcys
improvements on those, who are im- ment, Kentucky,
i
we are proud to
Paducah, Ky., December 20, 1907.
mediately and materially benefited. observe.
had not a single lynching
It makes no difference to the pedes- bee.
Had you ever considered what. a
trian, as far as his personal comfort
i
are gift lare curtains make? We
convenience
are concerned,
and
SOMETHING DIFF'ERENT.
have them from etic
whether or not a street is paved;
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
whiie the vehicle with four wheels
It's easier to drive some men to
does more to wear out the street drink than it is to hole them back.
"Suppose. Miss Irma, you were a
than a vehicle with two: heavy
man and I was a girl: would you try
wheels are harder on paving than
"Why do you stick to those old
to kiss me?" "I really do not -know.
are light wheels and scorching does Jokes?" "Why shouldn't I?" "EveryWhat would you do?"—Fldeggende
more damage than running at an body's heard 'em." "That's IL NothEitatter.
ordinary gait. Cities, like Paducah, ing puts people at ease like knowing
and
which have few
permanently im- Just exactly when to laugh."---Washproved streets, and find their annual ington Herald.
The Body Merely Machine,
budgets of expenses growing apace
There are just any number of disand theincome lagging behind, muse
eases in which the Osteopathic is the
"Here, you!" growled the cranky
only treatment that will give any reseek new -sources of revenue. .They man ih the reading room, "you've
would do well to look to other cities, been snoring horribly." "Ugh! hey?"
lief at all.
where the burden of taxation has gurgled the drowsy one. "If you onThe various phases of neuralgia
been distributed so that those who ly kept your mouth shut," went on
land rheumatism as an example yield
sets,
more readily to the Osteopathic
benefit most, must pay most.
the cranky one, "you wouldn't make
treatment than they do to medicine.
so much noise." "Neither would
TI1E GREAT MYSTERY.
So too do lumbago, chronic headyou," replied the other.—Catleolic
aches, partial paralysis an kindred
A great fleet of battleships steamed Standard and Times.
out of Hampton Roads through the
ailments, and to one who knows the
first 'principals of Osteopathy it is
bay into the wide ocean until) the last
What Papa Gets.
easily to see why this is so.
vessel was hull down in the distance Hand up the Christmas stecking
on the long' voyage around The Horn,
Osteopathy is a scientific system
For ma and Jtra and Sue,
of exercise for the nerves and organs
but they are not lost to us until they For Myrtle, Jane and Agnes.
of the body--simpty
appear on the other side of the conFor William and for hew.
manipulation.
by which it restores structural norceit. Repeated messages have
mality. The body is a machine run
n caught at wirelese telegraph eta.. And don't forget "dear papa
by unseen forces called life, and that
and flashed over the country
hang up a sock for him.
it may run harmoniously it is neeesthe fleet proceeded southward. It Although his chance for presents
sary that there be liberty of blood,
'not so long ago that when a ship
May be extremely slim.
out to sea and vanished from
nerves %aid arteries front the geneOpen Evenings
()pm Evenings
rating paint to destination. This Is
ishe was gone convp!etely. out Oh, no! They'll not target him—
1041•41, .. BR.0 A DWA ‘sr
with the world, aed a great
what osteopathy does--gives liberty
lie's got a lovely chance!
OMMIltaarlili.AND
iteteegasjoeti, perveti and'a Let
enveloped ter movement's ifstivey're not pleased on Christmas'—
Dr, G. B. Fr cage, 516 Broaetway,
the other side of the ocean
l's gorts.—"a song and- dance!"
."11.-.."'ss-•*-ss,ieses..ses....e....e.....„,,,„e,...," 4,„a...4
4,
•
phone 1407.
Word of her safe ark al.
--Yonkers Statesman.
Address THE BUN, Paducah, Ky....
Phone MI
0111ce. 116 Nouth Third.
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A Few Excellent Suggestions

The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"

323
Broadway

1

i

GRANO

323
EADER, Broadway

opideorilleRs!

This is one of our pride lines, and
largest. Every article is made of
the best imported and domestic
leathers and is a work of/art.

A purchase of 300 suits and overi
coats from an overstocked manui
facturer enables us to make the.following great offerings:
. i
(
i
$3.50 Boys' Suits
1
Overcoats
$2.65
t
,.
$5.00 Boys' Suits and
Overcoats
$3.75
i
i
$7.50 Boys' Suits and
i.
Overcoats
$5.63
i
$10.00 Boys' Suits and
i
Overcoats
$7.50
i
All this season's latest and best
:offerings.

I

DESBERGER'S

Military brush gets, tie
holders, handkerchief boxes,
playing card set, coat and
trouser or skirt hangers,
sewing baskets, stirrup clock
and whist broom set, pocket
picnic sets, manicure
collar bags, shirt bags,
glove boxes, card cases,
purses, soap dishes, clothes
brushes.

You must see them to 'fully appre•
ciate them.

Ltunrysttal
BOYS

1

1
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attending school at ankakee. will arrive In this city to Dowel Carietines,
wirh their parents, Mr. and Mee
Marry A. Petter, of 321 South Fifth
street.
Allipa••1••••41•••••••■••••1••
Dr. T. L. ()rice has returned from
two months' visit to Louisville.
.. Miss Wright Will Wed.
Marriage License.
Miss Maggie Moyle and Miss Mary
With the Stuff
Miss Eleanor WSright, of the B Bark-wan are going to Princeton
Leon \Orgies and Bettie Rushing
fourth grade at the Wasbington Senday to spend Christmas week.
school, has tendered her resignation,
Deeds Filed.
Mr. Gus F. Lockwood is confined
effective at once. Mee Wright will to his bed with sickness at his home,
Maud Looney to Richard Matlock.
return to her home at Mayfield, where 1735 Harrison street.
lot at Tenth and Jones streets. $1
she will be married to Mr. Walter
Attorney Hal Corbett went to Lou- and other considerations.
Beadles on Christmas night. She isville this morning on legal business.
J. C. Harris to Martha Harris, 40
has been coonected with the city
J. L. Beck, 717 South Ninth street, acres in the county, al and other conschools about four years and is high- Is ill of t'he grip.
siderations.
ly esteemed by pupils and patrons.
'Mrs. Isaac Reese arrived Tuesday
Miss Wright is a niece of Mr. J. T. from Nashville and will seturn next
Union Rescue 'Mission.
Wright, the tobacco broker. 333 Thursday to Dentrer-Ofeamhie News
All who wish to contribute money,
North Fourth street, and has rtsIded Scimitar. Mrs. Reese has many clothing, provisions, nuts, fruits,
with his fatally here.
he is an at- friends in Peduceh. where she lived candles or toys for the Xmas tree
tractive and tit:en-ten girl and has for a short time. She has recently and offering, will please send donaMule many friends in Paducah. Mr. lost her father, Col. A, S. Colyer, the tions. to 431 South Third street, and
Beadles is bookkeeper of the May veteran newspaper man, el Nashville, If left anywhere for us nut in the
name on the bundle. Phones: Old.
Pants factory and a sperpulter young Tenn.
man.
The .Rev. W. H. Pinkeston, D. D 1'473; new, 1076. Make checks payable to R. W. Chiles, pastor.
Coaster that needs no snow. It runs like the
is in the city.
The Rev. W. T. Bolling, of Paris,
Mrs. Rudy Chairman of State Civil
can be guided or instantly stopped; is a
wind,
CONAN DOYLE IN AMERICA.
Tenn., Is in the city.
Setrviee Reform.
splendid toy for all the year.
Mr. Oscar L. Gregory, 725 BroadThe following appointments are
for any generous citizen who would announced by Mrs. Letcher Riker, way, has been ill for several daps but The Creator of ''Sherlock Holmes"
like to impersonate him.
Told St • Good Stories
president of the Federation of Wom- is now iraproving.
-Remember that J. J. Welch has an's clubs of Kentucky:
While Here,
• Mr. Norvin Allen will return this
at his office on Fourth street, oppoMrs. James A. Rudy, of Paducah, evening from the University of IlliPresents and Hart has just that kind. The ensite the old telephone office, a large has been appointed chairman of the nois at Urbana to spend the holidays
Not long before his departure for
and fine line Zit jewelry-rings, State Civil Service Reform commit- with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B England. the Aldine Club in New
tire line is composed of big values at the price;
watches, bracelets, charnel, lockets, tee to succeed Mrs. ,Lyman Chalkley. Allen, of Jefferson Street.
York gave him a farewell dinner,
even the 10c articles are great ones.
etc., ;which. ,you can buy for good deal of Lexington, who goes 'o Suwanee,
Dr. J. S. Troutman. of Meehanics- where he made an offhand speech, a
less than same goods would cost on Tenn., to live.
here
part
which
is
worth
repeating
of
burg, returned last night from ChiBroadway.
Mrs. Thurston Ballard, of Louis- cago, where he hae been taking a He began by telling how, on his ar--If you Would give your boys ville, has been made chairman of an special course in eye, ear, nose and rival in Boston, the cabman who
pleasure for Xmas, give them some- especial committee of Kentucky Fed throat treatment.
drove ham from the station refused
in all modern presents for all ages alfd sizes.
thing they enjoy; a foot ball, punch- eration of Woman's clubs, to make
Mr. E. Watson, of Memphis, is ex- to accept any fare, but politely asked
ing bag or boxing gloves. R. D. an appeal to the people of Kentucky pected to arrive tomorrow to spend for a ticket to the reading. Dr. Doyle
Hart can show you something ne,vi, attractive,
Clements & 00. nave a complete line. for funds to further the work of Fed- the holidays with hls father, Mr. G. expressed surprise that the cabman
useful,
ritstty and at a pric that is within
--Biederman has the harmless eration along the line of educational P. Watson, the 'well known illinois should have recognized him, and askfireworks. They can be used in the betterment In Kentucky.
reach of any purse.
ed: "Tell me how you found out who
Central -engineer.
parlor.
•
Mr. Bell Nichols. who is attending I am, and you shall have tickets for
• -Just received another large
Afternoon Tea for Debutantes.
State college, has returned for the your whole family and such cigars as
shipment of those $6 and $7 Stetson,
you smoke here in America besides."
Mrs. W F. Bradshaw is at home holidays.
Hanan and EdwinClapp fine shoes this afternoon from 4 to 6 o'clock in
Whereupon, according to Dr. Doyle,
which we sell for only $.4.
Ike honor of Miss Catherine Quigh•y and UNION PACIFIC MAKES
the cabman answered:
Cohen, lee South Second.
-If you will excuse personal reMiss Phillippa Hughes, two debutanBIGGEST YEAR'S SHOWING.
-100 vfsiting carus and plate for te of the winter and hes daughter,
marks. your coat lapels are badly
$1.5e at The Sun. suecial prices for Miss Eloise Bradshaw, who arrived
twisted downward, where they have
New York, Dec. 20.-Showing
the holidays. s
•
today from Belmont College, Nash- final surplus of over ten and a half been grasped by the pertinacious New
-The Run is showing the prettiest stile, Tenn,. to spend the holidays.
the
sslievi rooms
millions after deducting al charges, York reporters. Your hair has
i
lines of fancy stationery for the holi- It is a handsomely appointed After- dividends and betterments, and a Quakerish cut of a Philadelphia barApply 4210 North Fourth.
days you will see anywhere. Give noon Tea, with the Christmas colors,
1** WANTED-To trade good seco d
total of 17% per cent earned on com- ber, and your hat, battered at the
your order at once, for Christmas.
red and green throughout in the dec- mon stock, the report of the Union brim, in front, shows where you have
hand road wagon for corn. Johnson--Mack Riley. colored, was arrest- orations.
Pacific railroad and its auxiliary com- tightly grasped it, in the struggle to
Den k or Coal con'patty. Phones 203.
literground
at
a
Chicago
stand
your
ed Deis afternoon for shooting Oval
panies for the year ending June 30,
DON'T FORGET the Peo ••
oversho•
ary
luncheon.
Your
right
White, a white boy, with a roman
Woman's (luh.
was published today. It was tbs
Wail, 111% South Third
large
block
has
a
of
Buffalo
niud
st
medic Riley gave bopd.
want
ads
In
Subscribers
inserting
The Woman's club met yesterday roads' big year. The net earnings
`dee The Sun will kindly remember that chile-con-earns, tamales *ad sand-The low round trip rates effective afternoon In business senston at the were thirty-five and half millions, an under the Instep; the odor of
clot
ng;
cigar
hangs
about
your
and all such items are to be paid for wiches of aid kinds.
today brought a large crowd of peo- club house. In the absence from the increase of three and a bait millions,
MAMMOTH bronze turkeys, old
the overcoat Itself show -die slovenly when the ad is inserted, the rule APple to the city from points along the city of the president, Mrs. James A.
Nashville, Chattanooga Sr,St. Lou," Rudy, Mrs. I•teldge Palmer, the vice Would Wipe Out Cotton Exchanges. brushing of the porter., er the plying to every one without excel). and young, for sale from very beet
strain, raised from 40 pound tom,
railway. The visitors came to bite president. fined the chain. After the
Washington. Dec 20.-Under the through sleepers ernm Albany. 'tile tins.
and from 20 to 23 pound hens. Some
holiday goods and the merchants sent usual routine business and depart- terms of a bill introduced in the crumbs of doughnut on the top of
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
your luggage
toms from Fishers prize winning
profit by their presence in the city.
mental reports. Mrs. William B. house by Representative Scott, of your bag-yardon me,
MITCHELLS for high-grass bicy- strains. Address Mrs. A. D. Miles,
.only have come there in
---could
Webb was elected a member of the Kansas, all gambling in futures on
cles,
Third
326-328 South
street.
R. F. D. 1, Box 60, Paducah, Ky.
Springfield; and stencilled upon the
club. It was decided to hold a busi- grain, cotton and other products
FOR heatiim sad stovewood ring
the 'Wellington,' in fairly
end
of
very
siie feLOST DOCI---76ne- medium
ness session of the club on January would be entirely wiped out.
r.
plain lettering, is the name 'Conan 437 F. Levis.
male pointer wearing a plain leather
2 from 2 to 3 o'clock. at which the: Watt's bill forbids aberiutely all
F7511 Mt
woou. old Phone collar. She is white with lemon colDoyle.'"
BEN TON.
members can pay their dues for Chet dealing or trading in products of this
Somewhat more veracious than this 2361.
ored ears. small lemon spots on head
year. From 3 to 5 o'clock the clurb sort and fixes heavy penalties on conanecdote is the story which Conan
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with and over body. Answers to the name
will keep open house and receive viction for violation of the terms of
chair Apply at this office.
Doyle tells of an experience which
of Dixie. Liberal reward for her rethe bill. The bill does not Interfere
their friends socially.
Mamie Ross, of Heights, this
had when leavingeschool. His teach.
Addle turn to 315 North Fifth street. F. C,
(106
- -1C- WALNTE-D=kre.
The open meeting of the Art de- with legitimate trading in the grain
county, disappeared' from
Murray
er must have been ene of those no- Caldwell. Phone 867.
Burnett.
portment was postponed until Jan- or cotton ler immediate use on delast Saturday morning and has not
ble old Rohiane, suchstts Thackeray
room
REIV-Purnished
FOR
Fortune Telling. oar)- 16.
drastic are its provisions.
livery.
So
leen heard from.
describes as roaring at young Pen- with board, 32d South Third.
Do not fail to consult Zereda Ra
however, concerning specalatiou as
He and others from the neigh
dennis when the Major, his uncle.
to future prices that Its enactment by
SLEIGH for sale. Sexton Sign monde. Gypsy fortune teller. bailie,
Y. Ii and 1". M. Clubs.
borhood of Heights went to Murray
called to take the boy away. When
25 cents, gentlemen 50 cents. Hours
congress
undoubtedly
out
would
wipe
Works.
Miss Lottie Lofton entertained the
Friday with tebacco to deliver to
Conan Doyle had finished his course
10 to 9 every day. Camp In Forest
New
of
C.
M.
Cagle.,Best
BUY
your
coal
Swan & Downs; part of the wagons I'. L. and Y. M. club last evening at the Chicago board of trade, the
In scbool. the head master called him
Rowlandtown. She tells everypark.
York
cotton
and
the
New
York
proClements
street.
her
home,
231
lump
coal 14 cents per bushel.
were unloaded
Friday afternoon,
aside, and, after eyeing him with grade
thing, asks nothing. Has no equal.
among them Ross' wagon, re receiv- Games and music were features of duce exchanges.
ominous disfavor. spoke to him in New phone 975.
refreshments
ing the money for his tooacco. Sat- the even'ing. Dainty
measured tones as follows: "Doyle.
FOR RENT-Furnished 'room, all
Shelters For Sleeping in the Open.
Wireless Phone a Success.
urday morning while the other wag- were served. Those present were:
Apply
6.15
.•
I have known yen now for seven modern conveniences.
20.-It
was
an
Copenhagen,
Dec.
Peak,
Misses
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
so great is the desire nowadays
one were being ubloadeil he disapyears, and I know you thoroughly. North Fourth street. Old phone 1498.
flounced
today
that
wireless
teleMarsh
Ruby
- for an open-air life in the midst of a
peered, and after all the tobacco Anna Virgin, Edith
I ant going to say something which
horse shoeing, city that.thousands of people in the
J. E. MORGAN
had been unloaded, a search
was McDonald, Eunice Quarles, Nora Du- phonic messages had been transmit- you will remember in after life.
general repairing, rubber tires, 498 fiebtirbs of Loudon, feeling the conmade for him, but he could net be gan, Lillian and May Bougeno, Lottie ted successfully yesterday between Doyle. you will never come to any
South Third.
Isbraint of the four walls of an ordifound and so far, no word has been Lofton; Messrs. Earl Ingram, Har- the Weirrsen Zee wireless station at good!"-December Bookman.
WANTED-To rent house or cote:nary bedroom irksome, have put ulf
received from him. The depot agent ley Rector, Velvin Quarles, Aeral, Berlin and the Lyngby station, near
at Murray says that he sold a ticket Simmons. Virgil Cooper, Laurance this city, The distance Is about 200
tage by permanent tenant. Address shelters in their gardens or on the
A Mentoriai Stone.
miles. The American minister, Dr.
fiat roofs, where they may sleep, as
for Memphis to'a man who answers Jones and Bently Lofton.
P. G. M., care Sun.
Upon the question of repairing a
Maurice F. Egan, and representatives
ready as possible in thee- inclement
the description of Ross, and it is
FOR RENT-Two rooms for light
raised.
it
Svranage
being
at
pavement
Mr. John Watkins, of 911 South from the French legation visited the
climate, in the *peke air, says a wriithought by some that he has gone
and
housekeeping.
Fifth
Jackson.
was elicited at a 'meeting of the urer in the WashingtWn Times.
to Texas, where he has relatives. His Third street, left this morning for laboratory of Prof. Poulson, who
ban, council that one of the stones Phone 222.
The good effects of this style of life
family and friends are very much Hollow Rock, Tenn., to spend the said that he hoped to communicate
furnished i are plainly apparent In the improved
FOR
RENT-Two
with America via Ireland by te'e- was used by Judge Jeffreys for th
troubled about him, as there is no holidays with his parents.
conseveral
of
the
Modern
convenrcroms. Bath and all
Bloody Assize,
health and spirits of the tenants.
Mayor Yeiser Is sick today and re- phone in February next.
known cause of his leaving in this
demned prisoners being hanged on iences, 918 Broadway.
A fresh-air enthusiast has erected
way. He is the son of Stun A. Ross, mained at his office a little while only
the gallows from the stone, which
WANTED-Position as clerk In a simple garden bedroom which cost
Miners Can't Agree on Terms.
is about 24 years old and has a wife. this morning:
p0
original
front
its
taken
grocery: seven years experience. Good but a small sum. A space of 9 feet
Indianapolis, bee. 20.-A sub-com- had been
Miss Clara St. John will go to Lou--Benton Tribune-Demourat.
in the pavement references. Address W, care Sun.
isville tomorrow morning to spend mittee of the miners and operators Aden and inticed
by 7 was marked upon the lawn and
council
reported a disagreement to the gen- about fifty years ago. The
the corners four posts were stuck.
cousin,
Miss
at
Christmas
with
her
four
room
RENT-tipeto-date
FOR
By mutual consent, the law firm of
to
eral committee at noon. saying it readily conserrted to- hand it over
into the ground. Upon these a roof
765,
or
Broadway.
Phone
flat,
1440
Oliver, Oliver & McGregor has been Louise Haynes.
restore
a geirtlensan who desired to
of ordinary' matchwood, having a
Mass Caroline Cuttis and Miss could not agree on the basis of a call
dissolved. Mr. 'McGregor has been
to its At* I,. D. Sanders.
interstate conyention. Illi- the stone as near as possible
the
for
slope
of about two feet, was placed.
this
city
Livingston
arrieed
in
Stella
appointed assistant attorney general.
Feta RENT-Four room cottage,
migtit be
nois operators, who stood alone in the original position, so that it
Privacy requires "wails" on three
George W. Oliver is in New Mexico, today from Memphis to spend Christ1100
street.
Enquire
521
lialtson
of
not
monument,
way of settlement, said they would preserved as a
sides, but a loose blind serves this
and W. M. Oliver has an extensive mas with relatives.
Jeffrey's, it was explained, but Trimble street.
purpose in the front. All that was
The Rev. M. B. Taylor, pastor of, withdraw from the conference and let Judge
practice in Paducah, that takes all
in which
FOR RENT-A suite of furnishes needed to complete the edifice was a
proceed with the settle- of the "delightful times
other
states
the
the
Baptist
cherCh,
Is
In
'Murray
his time and attention.
some of our forefathei•s lived."- rooms to gentlemen. Over Ivereen & covering of tarred tarpaulin to keep
ment.
city this afternoon.
London Chronicle.
Wallace's drug store, Seventh and out the rain, and a few hoards. raisMr. Elvis Copeland', the fresco
In a personal difficulty at BinnWashington streets.
Starts.
Fang
ed on loose bricks, to act is floor. The
Ting
Wu
artist,
returned
this
afternoon
from
ing-ham last Thursday, Wade WinPhotographs.
•
LOST-Yellow and white half- bed is placed at the back of the,
Pekin, Dee. 20.--Wu Ting Fang,
ters shot Ed Zueekler. the ball just Benton, where he has been doing
information
'rePhone 1160 for
grown cat. Finder please return to "room" and in such a chamber the
grazing the skin and burning it a some work on the interior of the new who has been reappointed to the post garding pictures taken at McFadden
2•03 Fountain avv11110 and receive tenant will sleep slimmer and winter,
to
the
United
of
minister
Chinese
hotel.
little. Winters was drunk at the
studio.
reward.
Tung
"Let anyone try it for a week,"
Chen
succession
to
Sir
in
States
will
leave
Mr. C. H. Waterington
Owe and raised the difficulty with
said the architect, "spit he will never
-"New
room
Zueckler, who is a quiet, peace= In the morning for Canton on bust- Liang Cheng. left Pekin today on his
FOR
RENT
four
stone
Swift men, are seldom fast friends,
as long as he
way to Washington. He will sail
nese.
able citizen.
house, water, coal shed, chandeliers. want another bedroom
lives."
taking
January,
Shanghai
in
from
Harry
Mears
will
Mr. and Mrs.
19th and Harrison Sts. E. Foreman,
"The origin of this style of life was
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B., Brook- leave tomorrow for Keokuk, Iowa. with him a number of young Chinese
125 North Fourth.
no doubt the fresh-air treatment for
who are going to study in the United
'.hire announce the operoarhing to spend the holidays.
FOR RENT-The twoestory frame; consumptives. You will never find
'Mr. Vance Parks, of Metropolis. States.
marriage of their sister, Miss Ora V.
store house corner Sixteenth and
that such people wish to return to the
Brookehlre, to is-. Joe F. Ely, fo was in the city today en route home
Tennessee streets. Possession given
life of closed doors and windows,"
Treaty of Amity Signed.
take place at the Brookshire home, from Tennessee,
after January 10th.
said a well-known specialist in tuberLi-ma, Peru, Dec. 20.-Pere and
Brent Janes, a student at State
on the Paducah and Calvert City
LOST -At one of the picture culosis. "They have a horror of such
road, Sunday, Dec., 22, at 12:4,5 p.m college, will arrive this evening to Chile, through the medium of Senor
shows, pair of gentleman's gray un- existence. They loath a shut window
spend the holidays with his parents. Dalmaceda, the Chilean minister to
dresaed kid gloves, fur lined. Re; and revel in a draught.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Jones are re- Mr. and Mrs.,W. M. Janes, of North Peru, and Senor Polo, the Peruvian
TO CITY TAXPAYERS.
ward if returned to this office.
"All members of my family sleep
yesterday
affairs,
foreign
minister
street.
of
joicing over the arrival of a new son, Seventh
A
pleasure
season
it
a
FOR KENTUCKY COAL, Pitts- with the windows wide or ,n, and as
During
this
is
Miss Marjorie Scott, of Paducah, signed their first treaties of amity.
born the 15th.
who has been the guest of Mr. and One provides for a consular conven. to inform all taxpayers who have not burg coal, dry stove wood, heating a result there are no heedachee, no
warehouse
Mrs.
C. Ferd Galligber,'2710 Wal- Vein and the other concerns the pur- yet paid up that they may still may wood, bundled and loose kindling, colds and no pale pasty faces. I
The tobacco storage
2-03.
Jobuston-Denker have recommended the same idea to
the last half of their city taxes Our- telephone
will be completed in about a week nut street, returned to ht' home last suit of the liberal professions.
my patients and they have become
Coal Co.
rig December without penalty.
or ten days. It is a eommodious evening.-Cairo Bulletin.
healthy that I cannot make nemee
cent.
month
Ten
per
so
this
After
Slumbered.
While
He
Mary
Weatherford,
of
Elm
neat.
Mrs.
handle
Robbed
PRESSING
CLEANING
AND
building with capacity to
lilt
04
unpaid
bills.
of them."
all
to
must
be
added
Neele.
of
1223
South
Mr. J. H.
guaranteed
ly done. Satisfaction
moss of the tobacco raised in the City. Tenn., arrived this morning to
county. There Is already demand for OW her son. John Weatherford, who Third street, reported to the police Would respectfully ask ell who can Work called for and delivered. 02,
Carpet svseelteree-a gift that will
this morning that $25 was stolen 'o call at the city treasurer's office trial is all I ask. James Duffy, Seat)
the 1907 crop of association tobacrlo lives in Mechanicsburg.
Robert Halley will arrive this eve- from his trousers' pocket while he anon as possible and thus &veld the Ninth street, near Broadway. nen, please all the year through. We hat
and ths chances are that it will be
liks4,
11.* at 1112.30 to /MOO.
ning from Lexington, where he is at- slept last night. The thief' entered discomfort and delay caused by the 338-a.
sold 'almost as fast as prised
RUDY, PHILLIPS &
which Is usual the last few
tending the Kentucky State College, the house by raising a window in Mr. throng ,
LOST - -A- lady's gold watch with
days.
spend the Christmas holidays Neele's bedroom.
Christmas Trees.
Men whiten fly for their lives
•
By complying with this request gentleman'a Lou, on Sixteenth strei t
Perfect shape, Norway ,spruce, with his parents, 'Mr. and Mrs. W.
between Clay and Trimble streets. they meet a woman who Is tires
Glee mother a set of Silver Itite you will greatly oblige
Christmas trees with bolder*, all M, Halley, 901 Harrison street.
lsineler Weenie return to Dr. L. E. kin.
Yours very truly,
eisee and prices..
Miss Jeannette 'Fetter. who Is at- Knives and Forks, or it 'e't of Tee
Young, 119 South Sixth, mid reernee
Be tome yon are wrong
JOHN
Nothing
C. L DRCNSON
attending school at Kankakee. will ar or Tablespoons,
reward,
ggreIrarleach semi sit drew e.
- CRT 1'Ra/sorer.
' re2e lteeelway.
elnY. and Mr. Louts Better, who is

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

IN Tiff COURTS t

I HART'S HERE

4 Xmas Presents

Yurs

p.,

Jet of flurs for -Xmas

Let us show you our superb line .
priced at money-saving figures.

This is the year for useful

IOCAL NEWS
4

Pi;Fri-de

'-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
Is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also elegant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
-Forms for real estate agents for
sale at this office.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
City for a few months, ani I have acquired an interest in his business and
shall look after it for him. Any information with 'reference to any
branch of it will receivA prompt attention if you will cell up The.Sun
office. Both phones 368. E. J. Paxton.
-Nothing has ever been seen here
like the fireworks Biederman has.
-Order your engraves calling
cards for Christmas and Christmas
gifts from The Sun at °me. 100
cards and plate $1.20.
-For ournberleg machines. band
dater*, rubber type and stencils of all
kiwis. call OD The Diamond Stamp
Werke. 115 South Third. Phones 358.
Chtcken feed, pigeon feed, oyster
shell, Lee's lice killer, leg bands, irteu-batorse brooders, etc., at M. J. Yopp
Seed Co.
-Lots of hoiiy, oysters, grape
fruit, Tangerine, grapes end tine celery at Biederman's.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Ran who wish the delivery of their
papers "topped must notify our collectors or make the requestesdirect
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
_place your orders for wedding
invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
you wi:1 find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Don't forget our fireworks. It
Is different from any one else's.
_pianos $541 and up. Organs $10
and up. &ley payments. Fred P.
Watson & Brts. V. H. Thomas manager, 311 Broadway. Phone 573-r.
-Holly. Holly, Holly, at BiederMan's.
-The civil service commission
bays offered the following examinations: fatereotyper, government printing office, January 8, 1908; farmer,
with knowledge of irrigation, Indian
service, Jatuary 15, 1908; eleetrician, custodian service. January 8.
1908' electrical assistant, January
15, 1908.
-Lots of fine fruits at BinderMan's.
-About a dozen letters addressed
to eanta (Theis are at the ptotoffice

'1

Ambre Royale
with its faint, elusi VC sweetness

Bouquet Farnese
that is delicate,subtle and lasting

Cytise
InSpirel by the sweet, dainty
Odor of Wildflowers, and -

Extra Violette
redolent with the breath of fresh
field flowers.

- The above are a few suggestions from our big line of
fine imported perfumes.
As Xmas presents they are
a pleasure and compliment to
any refined lady, and they do
credit to the sender.

Let us

show you.

'WW1'
..d.•••••• • •

Dr uggleseset
Litli anti gosidaty.

The above new toy is a

Oaf_ Palmer butt,

The assortment is well p

6E0. 0.'Rini SONS CO.
ANT ADS. I-s-

IMPORTANT
,
INVITATION

i
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

I WE CAN HELP YOU MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS , , FUNERAL RITES
OF KING OSCAR
MONEY GO A LONG WAY. TRY US AND SEE
Men's and Boys' Suits firlfJ

ic,c;ais

Monarch of Sweden Laid
to Hest in Toad)

GREATLY REDUCED PRIM
Mm's Suits at
Men's iSuite at
Men's Suits at
Men's Subs at
Mell's 'wits at
Men's Saito. at
Nice'', Suits at
iteit's ouite at
men's Suite at
Metes Suite at
'lien's Suit, nt

Mee's Overcoats at ...;.$1.98
Meres liver...tate at .. $3.0/4
MeII'S ovensetts141 ... 199
at .
115.90
Mene. Overcoats (1.1 .
$6.1111
1Ien's lterecoats at
• $7.49
Men's tivercoata
• • $0.99
Men's Overcoats •it . $11.9e
slim's' Overcoats at . .$12.49
'lien's (Overreach at .. $14.99
11cit's (Iverconts sit . , $16.99

1114.99
$1.19
. *SAO
$5.110
$11.09
$7.19
$S.49
$11.09
*11.99
$t lam

All Steekheim Wore Moupning mad
Was Pronounced By
Impressive Silence.

TEARS FLOWED VERY FREEL1

IHNI`KOILS H.t

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20,

amomminimr'

t'ANDIDATE.

Medics Booming Bonaparte for Presidential NtsIstinaiti011.
Dec. Se-The Tribune
today says:
An underground movement which
has as Its Object the election of AttortieS General Cttaries J. Bonaparte
to the presidency of el! United Statee
is in progress. It has come up for
breath in Chtcar, Washington and
Boston, and may be expected to appear briefly in New York mid Ind4anapolls.
The campaign managers ail, physicane They have their 18811e and- they
have selected Mr. Bonaparte as theii
candidate because he is known to
favoraheir propositions. The Issue Is
the "extermination of the criminal
classes." The physicians propose to
eon-line habitual criminals in "asylum
prisons" for life.
•
Mr. Elonaparte. as he has made
known in his speeches, would hang
them. The physicians admit that the
hidbitual criminals should be hanged.
but they are afraid that tile country
is not ready for this.
The movement is beige conducted
by confidential correspondence .from
city to city, apd is interesengon this
account as well as because of its new
national issue.

ONE

THIRD

FF

ON

COATS AND FURS
Fur Sale of, ours
THIShasCoat-and
certainly had its share of
appreciation from ,the Christmas
shoppers. The people of Paducah
are demonstrating thai they know
values. And just bear in mind that
after today you have only three
more shopping days --then Christmas. Time to bay now; don't you
think so?
We usually have this big sale in
January, but this season we are
giving you the,best opportunity of
its kind you ever had, as a sort of
Christmas gift.
And by the way, gentlemen, a
pretty fair sprinkling of men have
been in, too. Good many of them
many of them bought Coats and
Furs for Chris'mas delivery. Men
may not kriow very much about
furs but they do know that if it
comes from the Style Store its right.

e - •
Stoekhelm, Dec. 20.--Seldem if
ever in its history has this city witnesse.] such a solemn cerentoey as
that *bleb •utat ked the funeral tzt the
late King Oscar. Although
the
weather was -bitterly cold, the entire
population of Steckholm and thouBoy.' knee Pant Suits at
69t.
sands of visitor* from the country
lees' knee Pant Suits at
tom
stood bareheaded, silent and sorrow.
ful 'gong the line of the procession
114.)
,
4` Knit. Pant Kalil* at
99c
ea catch a last glimpse of the casket
Roy.' ilia. Punt suits at ... e1.119
containing all that remained of their
Roy.' knee Pant Suits at ... $1.99
beloved king. Traffic. -throughout the
It.es• Knee Pant Suits at ... 2.49
y and in the harbor had beemprolees. knee Pant Suits at .
$3.49
iiiteted since early meriting and., with
the exception of•toiling bells. an ()oclees' knee Pant Suits at .... $1.99
casional hum of voices and the clash
.e army as the soldiers lining the
...ate of the fuoaral cortege toek up
UsEFUL Cialtlersl.te (Mete AT 1.0W Plat
tit positattns, hardly a sound could
SILK SUSPENDERS .' c 25e, .15e, eta AND 7ries
,o heard. There was not even the SCHOOL CHILDREN TAKE CANDY,
SILK TILS 25e, 5o. W.tlaS MUFFI•tate 25.• .tNI)
TOYS AND F'OOD TO SCHOOL.
atter bf horses' hoofs or the rumble
site: P.11111E11 NIUFI-1.1:1LS .IT attc.
r wheels to disturb the quiet eolSQUARE SILK NIUFELEIte tT at. .1X!) $1.00.
• mnity of th.s occation, the rmalway
silk H.V.NDISERCHIEKS AT 2.3.. .tat; 50c.
ont the palace to Riddarholm
LADIES' NOVELTV SILK OSItTERS teic, 50c .1ND 7.1c.
Superintendent Carnagey Will Enter.
• lairch, the burial place of the kings
UMBRELLAS AT 50.. 1'1' TO $3,00. LADIES' GOLD H.1‘1)1.1-4)
fain Football Players at Six
Sweden. haviag been severed a
Silk CNIBRELLAs AT $2.50
o'Clot It Dinner.
a deep with fir twigs. Every h•utse
slioWle(. THE 1.11toEsT LINE OF MEN'S .XI)
ores the route was draped from the
I•..)Ys' HIGH TOP %lolls le 111F l'ITY AND .%T IAAVIaST
•otind to the eaves with crepe and
PalcEs.
the color of the uniforms of tile
Which Sold for $10.00 or more
cOMPLETE LUNE OE RU1111114 lit )(yrs. sttors Am)
With appropriate Christmas pro•-vs was deadened by this univer- grams this afternoon the city schools
rua:k of mourning.
came until January 6, giving pupils
Ha
nestel. flags likewise were and teachers a two weeks' vacation.
airod v;th trepe and straemers of The pupils Look Christmas offerings
Which Sold for $7.50 or more
•• :tone sombre material hung for the poor that will be distributed
es the streets at frequent inter- by the Charity club. A tnajorityateok
candies and toys to be given the poor
Ise funeral procession included children of the city.
Superintendent Carnapey and wife
,me two St:remand persons. among
nem le ing„Gustave, the new king ot will entertain the members of the
-'weden; the Ping of Denmark. Swe- High school football team Tuesday
leli princes and princesses, ambasse- evening with 6 o'clock dinner.
We Guarantee our Reduced Prices 33 1.3 to 50 Per
The superintendent will be in his
'ors reptesenting foreign ruonirchs.
office tomorrow meriting at 9 o'clock
arneriean
Minister' Graves as a speCent Cheaper than Broadway Stores' Prices. Our
cial representative of President Roose to distribute the checks to the teachGuarantee goes with Every Article we sell. Your
velt, was given the peace of honor ere for their December salaries. The
school board Will hold a special meet• --7Money Back if You're Not Satisfied.
mmediately following King Gustave.
ing this evening to allow the salaries.
0Pen Nights till Chrirtmas
As the funeral procession entered
the church the organ and orchestra
•
High Scheel Exercises.
played ithydn'ts Matrnificent Dirge
-'An address by Superintendent Car\ I F.1)1
\In I'll -NI'. DI 1TH.
emglieet, and tie. wounds of the op- and as the casket was carried up the tragey and several
reading selections
rithrie-t has been very active chute fire escape at
ration were opened. causing great grab& aisle by a number of sailors. by Miss Elizabeth
the Catholic orGraham added inIII
wenieu Who seethes...I 'I(nun Is DyClarkteitle. Few people realise phanage at
-s of blued. The dostors hold out accompanl!d by the aides de camp of terest to the opening
the irder of lelehop Ryan.
exercises
the
at
to
what
lug FY0131 Effects of a Cold.
extent
the
,; 0 hope for her recovery.
poultry
business
the late rovere:gn, every ,ye In the High school this morning. SuperinThe priests assembled at' the bishop's
has grown during the past few yeafs residence
tolteregation ale tilted with tears. tendent Carnagey spoke encouragand were escorted by their
I
and thousands of fowls are brought
ere shoeing a great awsortawnt At the conclusion of the funeral ingly Of the work that had been dont,
New York. Dec. 2a.---Mrs Mollie !
silaterior to the remodeled orphanage.
Demon& who, in ilk, of desperation ;al N'res rugs; some beauties' at 311, niarch. the ^hoir. accompanied by the by the pupils during this term and TO HAVE STATE REDISTRICTED here weekly, to help supply the east- The bishop then Instructed them to
ern markets. Turkeys are
more enter the building and slide
ON NON-PARTISAN LINES:
ergan and orchestra from the oimrs, teed a tribute to the ability of the
several 'months ago, at:. muted
to l'a:.ett and Mate
through
plentiful than teale.1 :la; ...ter and as the
lit 1;1
ses tel two Lutlieran songs. The teachers. The readings of Miss Graswailev:aig 1:t
tak.•
ewe i:re
& CO.
chute. lie stationed himself at
a
result,
together
with
a
falling
off
fun
ra: oration was delivered by the ham were also very instructive ana
dying it] tht Fordhaa
le;
the bottom. The twenty-five' Made
In theta:lei:stand for this fowl for the
hose:tel. Ile: the needles am not
Yu een never reach a dignity by, Bishop of Lund.
ajoyed by-the pupils.
Will Invite Tao of Each l'arty Erten Christmas dinner due probably to Ihm.silde in safety and the prelate
dirt .ly r:ai!_sibte for her deab. eeping ever a duty.
expressed hinseelf satisfied with the
A salute of 42 gins were fired by
Superintendent Ciarnagey today
Every District to confer With
the flnanc01 condition of the country
The la.-1 of t eenty-four operations
test. Bishop Ryan did net personalty
the forts and ships In the harbor anti sent the following Christmas commitHim.
the
erice
has
declined,
nine
cents
per fry the escape.
for the removal of the needles was
Itememlem the Charity dub dinner volleys of muskets burst forth as the nicatint to each room and departpound being paid, whereas it wait
performed on Sunday. 'chat night at the Levi. 114
, Fifth :Ma WO:la- toffin was placed in the vault of the ment of the. city schools:
eleven cents last Thanksgiving, Last
she was taken with a severe case of wny, tomorrow .
Dear Teachers and Pupils:
lternadottes.
,
Xmas presents are all tit more
week 5.000 turkeys were shipped to
I want at this time, to extend to
Frankfort, Ky-. Dec, 20.---Gover the
eastern markets. This was the pleasing if they are practical. (eonyou mi appreciation of the kindly nor Willson is telling friends dt the
banner week of the year. This week eider a trice rug when you make up
courtesies extended, • to me sine I plan by wifich he hopes to 'obtain
is.
over 2.1>00 will brathIppbd away, the your list. Beauties to be had at
'. -.III • '
Panic* to Paducah. It has been a some legislative redistricting from
last shipment before Christmas be- $2.50 and $3150.
source of the greatest pleasure to me the incoming legislature.
RUDY, PHILLIPS 2 00.
ing made yesterday. The industry
to see our bop and girls so courteous
It is now understood that the gov- puts
into circulation among our
and polite at all times.
ernor hopes to put the redistricting
Since 199•6 the viecunts and vicomfarther& thousands annually.
At this ,torlail Chrititmae time. I schemes which he entertains upon a
tese de Gruard hate been
making
desire to wish for all of you a very bapertisan basis, and to the end that
their honeymoon on foot.
They
Merry Christmas and a Happy New a bill may be drawn which will prove
Remember the Charity club Werner have
arrived in Turin after walking
Year.
satisfactory,
I
at
hopes,
the
trust
he
Loeb
that our two week, of
to the Demohome, Fifth and Arend- 41,b50 miles. It Is
,fa`le,/
on a wager.
,
vieation will be beautiful days, and crats as well as. Republicans, he pro- way. foloNSITOIllr.
that "you alp' will enjoy them to the poses to invite two Democrats and
A Otpecial lot of foot stools for
full, and may Santa fill your stock- two Republicans from each congresMakes Priests Do a Slide.
Xmas. We have some beauties Worth
ings full.
sional' district in the state to hold a
Alton, Ill., Dec. 20.--Twenty-five 75c for Vic.
I hope that every one of `Vou will heonference here at come early date, Catholic priests slid eown z.
patent
'RED'S', PHILLIPS & CO.
he in his place promptly on Monday*when the matter' can be eonsidered
• nee rtitWii
and
a bill &aim At the same time
morning. January 6, 1908.
Smut' Ccolg,iis ad
another conference of Democtats and
Very sincerely you friend,
Republicans may be called by the
J. A. CA.RN.AGEY.
I bad a areate sough
governor for considering what the
I had a revere somas,
Christmas.
1907,
and cold. I trim a seals
cold which s,Clod on ray
It is a great dtal cheaper to place _annual auteeregione to sevMrs. Lena Ham, a popular teacher Republicans term nom partisan conmany remedies but none
Inn
d I tritd various
of rot.thrtmedies,
la
of them seemed to do Me
eral magazines at the same time and order them all together from
in the I.e.. bull:Wag, will entertain trol for the state's charitable
and
any good, and at l'-t I
nny
none of wh. h
us, than it is to buy the ssme magazines elsgly or subscribe to them
tried one bottle of Dr.
her pupils with a candy pulling next penal institutiont, and a tall to plate
ifo•oti unt:l I En=liy tried
itelPe Pine -Tar - Honey
cue brotko of In. trill
separately.
them under such management.
Combination olub offers are now made by wilito'h subFriday.
and it cared me. •.'ery
run-lax - Moms. welch
re-pect/olly. Herman
scribers to several magaelues an secure bargain prices, sometimes
relieved sue at cam.
Utdman, 114 F.. se CathPltase accept my thanks
getting three or four tmabazhies for the price of ene.or two. SubErpress Wagons for 2.1c at Hank
SOME 4-Etty LARGE FIGURES.
erine et., Louswilie, ea.
In,, MIS most aluable
remedy. Very r-pectscriptions may be sent to different addresses, if desirea, and mky
Brue while they last.
betone. henry r-.ok. 4l6
Many New Business Enterprises in
gin with any month. Let us know what magazinep you are
Pu'aeki St., Little Bock.
takAs mama.
•
the South.
TURlikiv MARKET BOOMS.
ing now or what, magazines you want to take next year, and we will
Chattanooga. Tenn., Dec• 21).-In
quote the combination price, showing saving to -be effected.
the list of new southern business Pm Thousands of the ;Savory Foals Are
terprises reported in the Tradesman.
Shipped From Clationalle.
SAMPLE BAItGAINS.
the following are recorded for TeeClarksville. Tenn., flee. 20.---The
McClure's Magazine $1.50
Cosmopolitan
..$1.00
!lessee: Memphis, 31.0.-000 construcor American
Home Magazine
tion. company and ;30,060 elevator: i•sonnammisilomm
..1.00
ommow.
Reader Magazine.... 3.00
a
Fayetteville. $15,040 cob-crushing
Success
....1.00
Metropolitan
..1.60
'plant;
Dixon
Spring, teibphone comKAIIP&
or American
or World Today
pany.
Woman's
-or
Home
$3.00
In the list from Oklahoma is a
Companion
$41.00
$1,600,000 navigation company,
All
$2.30
for
314 BroadwaS
a
All for $3•00, Half
$10.0.00.0 constructiqn company and
Price
Weekly Inter Ocean
Reader Magazine ...$3.00
three
oil
companieS
and
with
jetsleolso
TRUNK
AND
4,000,0
LEATHER
GOODS
STORE
00 INOTTLES Weep
OMER
Review of Reviews ..3.00
each, besitie a $10e,at9a medicine
34c
's Magazine .. .50
•
or Outing
factory. From Texas are reported a
(with pattern)
or Ainslee's
vailety of new concerns, among
Rome Magazine....
V.00
or Smart Set
them a $300.0e0 machinery company
ONLY (MUSK
a 31.50,41,0e lumber company and a
$4100
absolute guarantee. Out of this
Were sold during the year 1904, on
$2.60
IN THE CITY
$10,000 hardware company.
Both for 113.00, Ball Price
vast numbeilia-1 .ales money was refunded on only six bottles. This
All for $1.25, Half Price
c -) '
Among other large investments in
Home Magazine ... 11.00
peoportion--6 out of 4,000,000- is so exceedingly small that it
From our carefully collected
Designer..
..30.60
the southern states during the wesk
-McClure's
..1.50
hardly makes a ripple in the solid phalanx of satisfied
atociiof 'Trunks, Suit Cases and
(altil fashions)
are a $3•00.0.0a, mining company hi
or
Cosnmpolitan
custome”. This is the unprecedented record oi the
Hand Bags, you can make a satIt7osruopolitan
.. 1.00
Alahama; a $100000 lumber comor American
--'
0
most wonderful cough medicine on the market.
Reader Magazine . 300
isfactory sel,etion.
Through
pany in Arkansas; a cotton mill
or Suceees
In
a
our many '-ears of experience
Georgia; a $3.0.0,000 coal and coke
b A
•k`N / •V -45
$250
LOOK FOR THE
4•,Nt.it, .
and mechanical skill we are able
company and a 3.400,000 lumber
$4.50
Both
for
$1.65
4
to show you the difference both
BELL ON THE BOTTLE.
..,„._X-,
company in Kentucky; a $1'00,00o
All for $2.00
of material and workmanship
,...'! '\.\- )
oil company In Louislais: several
0'°.
2$(tents, ISO cents and V.00 Battles.
Complete Subscription Catalogue, with beautiful
, •'
•6
then you make your selection.
manufacturing companies In
Mie
Harrison Fisher
cover, listing all magaztees singLy and -in
Ky.
by the E. E. SUMERIAN° MEDICINE CO.,
d Only ,11.,
v.,sv.'.\s
..,..... Prcp
sone; a $100.000 cotton mill In
clubs at lowest rates, sent
you free on receipt of postal card request.
North Cartlina; a $.5001),000. InceptLET US REPAIR YOUR OLD
b,,- ..-- ..;;;;.,
•'..." e'N --. e
N\N ..\''
•
meat company in Virginia, and
BAGGAGE.
3100,000 brick and tile coniennY in
Central
Magazine Agency - • Indianapol
PREPARED ONLY BY E. E. lit*THERL.IND NiEDICINE CO., inc. l'ADECAH, KY.

Ovircoat Prices Include Crayenettes and Raincoats
One Lot of all Vial
Knee Pants, Regu!ar
50c Quality, go at

25c pair

FOR POOR

One-third off on any Coat

THE

One-third off on any Coat

MODE

112 S. SECOND ST.

1

PADUCAH'S CHEAP CASH STORE

iILLSON HOPES

D Fl.

fac

4

BE-LLS
PINE
TAR
11 ON EY

`1"i7r1

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES

I

UR E

T'

F. H. NIEMAN

Dr. Bell's Pine -Tar - Honey

a

air

.,,,7,.. s...., ,s,.. ,.„ *,, Paducah,

....41 '''"-•

Watt Virginia.
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Fire Marshal Says He Has
Ample Evidence
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MAKE YOUR DOLLARS COUNT

' Special Terms of Court in Two (ounties Will Ile Asked By the
Adjutant General.'

Buy Christmas Things Where the Dollar Buys IL Most
•••

:WRITTEN

REPtrItTS

To

•

COME.
•

•

Prenkfort, Ky., Dec. 2,0.—Adit.
Gen. Philip P. Johnston, who has
beep in western Kentuely making an
Investigation into the outrages committed in connection with the tobacco
war iu Hopkinsville and other points
In that section of the state, is nOW
eggaged In making out a written- report of his findings, which he will
submit to Geevernor Whistle.
General Johnston held a conference with Governor Willson elite-Hy
after his arrival in Frankfort, and
made a verbal report of his investigation in Christian and -Trigg counties, after which he began on his
written report, which will be finished
and handed to the governor tontorrow. Governor Whitson said that as
he had not eet received the adjutant
general's report he was unable to sae'
just what it would contain except in
a brief way, and would, therefore,
not give out any statement as to the
findings and
recommendations of
General Johnston uetil he had receive31 and studied the report.
Trigg Dentontlized.
It is said the report of the adjue
tent general will contain practically
jhe same characters of evidences of
demoralization in. Trigg county as
was found ify him and reported. to
the governor in connection with the
situation In Christian county, and it
Is likely that a special term of court
will be called In each of the counties
In order that the evidence secured
by General Johnston can be submitted to a grand jury.
Mott Ayres, state fir.2 marshal,
who has been in the dark tobacco
belt with General Johnston. also
held a short conference with Geyer/nor Willson, and made hla.aemiainted with the facts and igortnation
obtained by him in connection with
the investigation. Mr. Ayres mid
that he was in posseselon of an
abundance of evidence on whish to
convict at least a part of the men
who engaged in the raid and destruction of property In
Hopiusiville,but that nothing could be done until
a special grand jury was empaneled
to hear the evidence.Governor Hopeful.
Governor
Willson grows more
sanguine daily that the confetence of
all the parties interested in the tobacco war, will result in preat good,
and firmly believes that after the r
eult of that conference is made
known fhe conditions throughout the
tobacco districts of the stat• will
again become normal and that do
further efforta will be' made by- citizens to destroy life and property,
Governor Willson has es'eeived several hundred letters froin
various
sections of the state since he as
sumed the dutks of his office,_acquaintieg him with facts in coanection with the war being waged by
the farmers for better Prices,
and
also furnishing him with information
on which it will be an easy matter
to secure convictions of the "night
riders" when the proper time comes
and th,e proper steps have been taken
by the-‘ authorities. To each of
these letters the governor is paying
strict attention, and at the same
time treating them confidentially and
answering
thepi personally and
thanking the authors for the interest
taken by them and for their help in
aisisting him in putting a Mop to
the war.

•
(
•
1:4"
.

At the last minute don't get discouraged
or lose your head. Make your 'dollars
count—buy something substantial, If you
have been too busy to make selections,
come down tonight or any time before
Christmas day. Our display of sensible
gifts is full of suggestions, our sales force
is ample, and don't forget this:

• ts

`•••I0,

•

"A Dollar or Two a Week Will Do"

[1

1_1 'GARDNER & CO
SOLE AGENTS FOR .HOOST

TCHEN CABINETS

114=116 SOUTH THIRD STREET
4

•In!

How Would
Thtis. Do?

•

"What shall I give for a Christmas present?' is a question often asked. We answer it in the following list of suggestions:
Fancy Rockers

Extension Tablts,

Dining Chairs Ladies' Desks library Tables

A Morris Chair

Couches

The roomy depths of a Morris Chair are a delight to the.
eye as well,as to tne tired body.
Such a gift would assure you
grateful remembrance.

Indian Seats

$5.50 to $25

Jardeniers

Magazine Racks
Bc•ok.Cases

•

•

$10.50 to $85

The possession of a Music Cabinet is really a matttr
of economy in the home of any music Ibver. Your
sheet music gets lost, torn, soiled or mislaid; its replacement is not only expensive but often impossible.
We have a magnificent
display of cabinets of all
the rare woods and new
finishes. Don't fail to see
this line of

Music Cabinets

Open every night
until Christmas

AT

CASH OR CREDIT

$6.50 to $30
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work in his absence. The machine
A Suga • Jag.
Itay, seen stevedores, riotously
Will Writp/1,000 Words* Minute. will indite the letters and tuldifss the
"When a Cargo 7:51 -eugar reaches uploading a cargo of migat, as drunk
' The automatic typewriter which envelopes. When the dictati* rec- e)ort. the hatches are always lifted froen
the fumes as though they had
will write 1,41-00 words a minute!
ord is complete it will aetotniiicalle-j and the hold aired two hours before eat ii mit allay nineteen glasses of
This marveloui 'Invent Ion has not stop. work. Electricity is the nloilre Ilite stevedores are allowed to eiffer," dark beer."- Philadelp
hia Bulletin.
been put on exhibition yet, but it has pOeitr!
said it W/. C T. I'. wornitt.
been duly patentad at Washington.
It is also claimed for Ii is mitehine
"This Is right," sheovent on sternFinger fling Watches.
Tbg claims made for that machine that it will make a ,number of collies ly. “Otherwiee these men would ge
Steles watt hillitkerS are Toweled to
are truly wonderful, if tjiey can be of a letter with different names ard 111 a jag, a sugar fag. The air of
be busy filling English and Amer:can
fulfilled. It is said thatea business addresses, and likewise atid the sig- the ,hold, fifltd sit', the gases ratios
Orders for finger ring watches. The
.man' Will be able to dlealte his COV nature of the writer if this is desired.,front the sugar, would Aliso their
-rtfti watch, though little seen. is no
respoodencse Into a &slice like* tlip 'Hut ;t must be remembered Hist ; ey. S. earns.. them to stagger, cage aortaty.
The manager of an .ohl
phonograph and
the
machine,
' nage, legs!,
though Vieille&
theri to, eine and rhout, to want tb
don watch-making
saes that
Idg the t• i
ripration.
• • on
:
the neitthainn elieteu
of i.-Ineek 90!
rnrIce'*pity-its' mawth,-tii more tlinv

fiti. 1

Iron Beds

A MUSIC CABINET

,1-.•

01
-4 -111-7
4 6CN

The tine china she prizes so highly
would certainly allOW to much 1''advantage in a pretty cabinet. H
would be delighted.

Chiffoniers

Brass Beds

$1.25 to $5.00

A China Cabinet

Shaving Stands

Dressing Tables

A Costumer is not only an ornament
to any well appointed dressing room
but it is really as handy as a good
sized closet. They are made in a
variety of graceful forms, in beauti-,,
fully finished brass and hard wood.
We have them priced from

-.New Reward Offered.
In order that there would be no
confusion or argument by
anyone
over rewards offered for the apprehension and conviction o: the party
or parties guilty of the outrages in
the tobacco belt, Governor Willson
today revoked the general reward
offered by Governor Beckham last
'April for the arrest and conviction of
barn burners in the state, and today
he substituted one for $50e) reward
ler the arrest and conviction of the
party or parties who attempted to
deetroy it.tobaceo warehtse at Murray, Calloway county, o Naeinber
28, 1907. This reward, it is said
will be followtd by another for a
similar imount for the arrest and
conviction of those guilty of the destruction of'property in liopkintivi0
two weeks ago.
:New Judge Appointed.
Governor Willson accepted the res.
lgnation of ,Attorney General-elect
James Breathitt as county judge of
Christian
county. and
appointed
Glieries 0. Prowse as his successor.

Fancy Mirrors

Sectional Book Cases

A Handsome
Costumer

Buffets

eau; ago. Queen Victoria had three
or foul*. The simplest dues— a plain
gold ring with the watch inserted-e(lusts about Woe but with diamonds
or other *stones, 1
.
5,000 to $10,000
may be paid for tPm.
Honest poverty ranks as high with
ennui people as dishonest wealth does
with some others.
Theories are things one-half of the
world tires in selling gold bricks to
the other half.

e•
,-,..
"„e-,
,
--- ...-;;;,.---...•.,-

Where He tioi His raper.
"I saw another stinv man today,"
remarked an oinierver. "You know
these waste paper boxes on the street1
iVell, a eood many
people throw
newepapers into them after they have
read them. Soinetintes they will buy
out' of a
and then threy it Into
one of the boxes after at(Ay buy a
later edition. The stingy.man I refer
to must have found'out thatThere are
often papers In thesti Ixotes•not a day
old: A while ago I SIM him first
glanee ebnitt to Fee if sevhedv ante

-...,
i

luokIng at him, then push back the
iid of the box and reach in for a intper. As soon as he found sae up to
date he took it along. He would
rather get it that way than spend
Petiny with a newsboy."--Clevelan
_
Parson-- ' My dew' Brollter Iti
Ij. what means Ole brutish., into
lion?" itightlj—"Have j, 'avus
this time. dom'nle. My wife
I came home drunk she'd aglitter
t'prle 'rrn!n "—Peeertiher Rohe

•-o
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OGILVIE'S
The Daylight Store

Offers you useful and sensible merchandise at prices
that are within reach of all. Why do you drift around
from place to place when you can get just what you
are looking for at Ogilvie's, and have that satisfaction
.of knowing we are back of what you are giving?
When you give, give,the best; it costs no more if it
comes from us. Here are a few of the many useful
articles to be found at the store that handles only the
best for the same money. We are well supplied with
competent salespeople who will gladly assist you..
Quilts in Fancy Xmas Boxes Fine Hand Bags and Purses Imported Beads and Trinkets
Makes a very appropriate gift.
ud first quality at

We have some very attractive designs
$3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and $4.54)

Toilet Water and Extracts

We are showing precisely what's new and stylish in this clam of goods
and haw them marked at very reasonable prices. All styles at. :50e to $15

Fine Belts All Styles

We have genuine Australian agget cut Beads that make eery dainty
gifts; also imported tilled Pearl Beads and genuine cut-glass. Soy io 112.50

Hand Embroidered Cove's

Fall assortment of Richard Ructnuts' toilet water and extracts in fancy Christmas boxes:
54k•
Extracts. ounce bottles. each,
75c
Toilet water

Genuine hand-embroldereal Art Table Covers, vete beautiful designs te
close out at:
$4.011
$7.50 ones,
41M,
$.3.411
t) ones,
$
$1..50
Se.eis ones,

Ivory Fans Are Good

Art Linen, Drawn Work, Etc.

A dainty ivory stick fan.
atso very reasonable ones:

We have some very handsome ones, and

Nothing more useful and appropriate. We have‘a very setravarent
ilk to $3.54t
line of thee goods and can save you money on them at

$1.50 to eltS.110

Pearl hand-carved Ivory stick

Useful Articlesfor Men

Umbrellas
We are showing a splendid line of handsome umbrellas for men or
women. We have some very fine pearl and gold and silver handles. We
411.011 to 1113.no

make a eiseclaity of Umbrellas with pretty handles for

If yeu shop in the morning you can receive much better attention.

very
Nothing nicer than a pretty etylish belt. We are showing some
new and handsome ones; fine leather. silk. slik-eitetic and olher high-class
Isor to $3.75
goods.

•
Men's Collar and Cult Begs:. men's Military Brusbes; M4tee Traveling
Sets; Men's Gloves, all styles; Men's Umbrellas; Metes Mufflers; Mtn's
Ties anti Handkerchiefs; Men's Ilmoking Sets; Men's Shirts aid Jewelry;
Sett Oases, Baud Bags, flotslery, Silk Handkerchiefs, etc.

Bus your glove here and have them fitted after the

Open Until 9 O'clock Froetungs

h

i41:0

111

THE DAYLIGHT STORE-itra2,42eakra2e.W.ea2,a2r
—
-- Johnston in reference to the militate
situation in llopkinsvi:le growing out
of the recent night rider outrage.
Colonel Henry states in his lette:
addressed to the adjutant genera
that if his twenty-five years; of serRESIGNS IN HUFF HECeUSE OF
vice in the state guard entitled tent
HIM.
l•PoN
PVT
SLIGHT
to any consideration, it had been de
tiled him. He cites in his resignatior
that troops had been sent into bib
comninteler if the Third Regiment territory and that the commanding
officer of the First infantry, hi,
Thinks He Has Been overlooked
junior in paint of service, had been
By State Military Authoritiee.
sent, by executive orders. to Colons'
Henry's headquarters, to investigate
conditions.
Hopkinaville. Ky., Dec. Lee—Coe
—

COL. HENRY

Jouett Henry, contruateeine the Third
infantry, Kentucky state -guard, has
tendered his resignation as an officer
of the regiment.
Colonel Henry feels that he has
been discriminated against and that
his loyalty awl capacity have been
reflected upon by the course of Governor Willson and Adjutant General

A earoet SUM rug would indeed
make a !practical gift. You can buy
them, 1160, at reduced prices.. Deli:
velvet reset $15.50 or Axminster at
$10.75.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
The income of the heart depend:en ite outgo.

I Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
Specials for Saturday at the

206 Broadway.

New Phone 1176

Old Phone 1179
7 tbs. Granulated Sitgit.1- 42c
The
114 /b. sack Pat. Four
2 lbs. Imported Macaroni 25c
I doz. Oranges.. 20, 25, 2•0c
30c, 1,5
1 lb. Pecans
lb. bag Vv'ttinuis. 25e. ere!
25c.
1 1b. Almonds
1 lb. Brazils;
lb. Filherte
1 lb Mixed Candy 211, te,

2-0,c
17c
17c .
pee

1 fb Mixed Nuts .... lei%c
25c
3 cans Baker's Cocoa
feetc
3 tans 20c Peas
23-c
1 lb. Fancy Figs
1 fb Fancy Detre.. 1,5,c, 110e.
4.tee
lb. Shelled Almonds
Shelled Pecans
hole Cocoanut

lb

6.5c
5c

1 quart Olives

3-5c

3 Ithinted Kidney Beans Mc
2 lb. can Tomatoes
3 M. can Hominy

10c
8c

3 tto can Pumpkins

Sc

1-0c can Corn

7c

1 hee bottle Flavoring

)5c

1 1.5e pkg. Raisins
1 lc pkg, Currants
1 pkg. Mince Meat
1 quart Cranberries

10e
1.0c
Sc
1.0c

215,c
3 pkgs. Jello
Pee
boxes Matches
I lb loose Shredded Cocoa
nut
1 lb. Creamery* Oleo
1 qt. Apple Vinegar

7Pile
10c

,

-trousers, with top bowearl) for Grooms.
hat and
: ,s-e-tnany d loco rer
only original
Not long ago a large clothing house cockade. We oan make you priced."
In mute appeal reedy for his'Z.
Is about a week came a plaintive
la New York -received a letter from
MAYFIELD.
gift.
HANGING.OF STO,C.KING.
the remote southwest to this effect:
It must be told that the custom
"What is the proper dress kir a
"I jitneys know It was expensive
became more modest as generation eeeeyeeesseeeseitesseeeseeeee
e
groom in the afternoon?"
to get married, but caul you seggeet
ttucceeded generation, whit now only
The home of Joe Hamlett was enThe clerk Ago; opened the mail re- sottietMeg a little Leese elaborate "—
It is told that ages ago the hanging one stocking was hung for the "wish ,
tered hy souse unknown party Tues- ferred the inquiry to the liveiy de- Exchange,
stockiugs over the Yuletide log in lag full."
day night and $.e.65 stolen- from the partment, and the head of that de-the big chimney place n-iginated in
mohair Rugs Pants pockets of his son, Charley partrttent dictated a brief reply:
A nice line of Siede for boys or
Imported
icandihavia, says a writer in What
colors, red, wren nod Mute Westbrook. Entrance\ was gained
"Bottle green coat, fawn-colored ...iris. at Hank Roes,
es Eat.
NOM
through a wiudow and footprints
The story has it that a maiden fair three sizes, $3.00y $15.00 and $12.00.
were seen on the ground which
RUDY, P1111.4.11'S & ('o.
;at one Christmas eve bes;de the dem
t•aused them to think that it was the
"sheen
enotegb
for
wishing
place
ney
act of a woman. The boy Tuesday
RAILROAD NEWS.
:loth" to fashion into her wedding
Fold some corn and received $57 and
the
Superintendent A. H. Eeetn. of
;own. Her glances strayicg over the
:t is presumed that some pasty who
yule log placed for the great light- Illinois Central, and party, who spent
knew he hack the money committee
ing at the full flow of the yuletide, the yesterday, in the city inspecting the
the theft. Luckily he had given the
maiden sat, silently wishing, while shops and transacting other railroad
money. all except the amount stolen,
the sun went out and the somberness business, left this morning on the
to tits mother.
•
which
car.
private
superintendent's
ef night filled the room.
Col. Thad Ferrell and grandson,
Suddenly, down the chimney came was received 3esterday kern,Chicago,
4. expiry'. January 1, Ingot, so a.' NU' COMPP111141 to %.1111t.
Our lra,
a glimmering spirit of the forest, and where it had been repaired. The Meanie Draftee, arrived from Paduthe hsise by that lime. Beginning stain/41st, December 21, vv.
while standing with all th.- grace of a party went up the Louisville division. cah. Mr. Ferrell had been down to
Mr. Richard Gengan. of 614 Clay visit his daughter and was accompacourt grandee on the yule log, he
erything goes at Bottom l'rices in order to chew them out quick.
street, has received a letter from his nied -by his grandson. ,
softly sang:
e any
So take the adsantage of this sale as cc do not rare to
Wishing, wishing, in the yule log's son, Henry, announcing that he had
nebre goods.
superintendent
been made assistant
name—
of the Brookhaven and Pearl River
Keep wishing thy stock ng lull,
Answer will come o'er the yule log's Railroad company with headquarters
in Brookhaven, Miss. Another son.
flame
Richard, holds a good position- in the
--Keep wishing thy stocking full."
Patent Flour, bag._
gvaporat.ed Peaches.
Palmer --J. C. Bardwele St. Louis;
The iligend has it that when the Illinois Central offices at Chicago.
Evaporated Apples.
W. H. Geutter, Memphis; Jay Lee
s
Straight Flour, bag.
to
better
the
forward
maiden leaned
Eating Apple.
Thompson, Dayton. O.; E. H. Brown
eec
Black Waltensebasket
Rugs make nem acceptable gifts.
behold the sprite, he disappeared up
Lemons.
Louisville; T.• H. Allen, Chicago; M.
75c
Hickory Nuts, basket
'he chimney as fantasticelly and' un- We have some beauties at $2.50 and H. Sturges, Louise-111e; L. R. ArmCitron:
$3.50.
cannily as he had come down.
2'5c
Holly, basket
Orange Peel.
strong, Si. Louis; Steffield Clark,
CO.
aflutter
&
RUDle PHILLIPS
Although the maiden was
Lemon Peel,
Oranges, Flordia -sweet
Nashville; W. C. Stacktrouse, New
with wonder and fear—she did uot
Baker's Chocolat, a.
Sanenas.
°Heaps.
• .
forget the admonition to "wish her
limyler's Chocolate.
Cocoanuts.
Belvedere-.--W. S. Gray, St. Louis;
the
of
somberness
stocking full." In
Cake Trimmings.
Filberts.
C. S. Hill, Murray; J.fit. Leek, Jotsroom she took the slipper and stockSwret Chocolate.
Almonds..
pa; Arthur Farmer, Evansville;
,ng from her right and frord her left
Pint Maple Syrup.
English Walnuts,
Charles Wilder, Evansville; G. P.
the
on
stockings
hung
the
foot. She
Quart Maple Syrup.
Mixed Nuts.
Duke, St. Louis; The Rev. W: T.
chimney place, over the yule jog.
% Gallon Maple Sv nee
Cream Nuts.
Bolling, Paris, Tenn.; H. Seam,
Then—doubtices blusitine furiously
•
I Galion Maple S, :up.
Cream flteese.
• 40c Nashville; Henry Thompson, Gatover her boldness--she fled from the Wine Sap Apples, per peck
3 pkgs. Macaronia
Briek Cheese,
vestote Tex.; C. E. Hete114, Woodlb...12%c
per
Pecans,
ferown
Home
enough
room, hoping and wishing for
3 {ergs Spaghetti
Limburger Cheese.
•
15c stock, Va.
"cheer cloth" to fashion into her wed- Florida Oranges. per doz
Ginger Soaps 3 lbs.
Woods.
MO Cheese.
New
Sapea
Richmond---Osear
15c
ding gown. She fled from the room. Fancy Lemons. dos
2 lb. can Peaches
Cove Oysters.
Salem,
J. R. Josses, SmItbland;
10c
Currants,
pkg
Fancy
atill
eprite,
forest
quite afraid of the
MIR Corp .2.5C. Doz..
Sardines,
F. J. Moore,
McHenry;
,Harry
Brawn.
10e
pkg
Raisins.
trembling trusting him to serve as Fancy Seeded
Milted
Mellinddieston,
CanNly, Tb
Salmons.
F.
J.
Bandana;
40e
"father to her wish," and fetch the Shelled Almonds, tb. ,
2 lbs. Tomatoes
Paeltige Raisins
bourn; J. I'. Pitehfleld, Rock Castle;
20r
e.
•
lb
Cheeee,
before
Fancy
niece
chimney
the
clerh to
Osters and Celery
Par-kegs. Ctfrrants.
Peek, Salem; Alvin Riley, Mel24e L
Fent,. Irish Potatoes, peck
Christmas dawn.
.Christrnas eve
Figs.
Ill
reeking
Olitittad.
Warren,
bourn:
R.J.
11c
In the very early Chriatmas tlawb Flame Pears, can
be maiden fair returned to the chim- Fatrcy•Imported Figs. lb
linu41441f. Rage. :16x72. Beautiful
ney place--and sure enough both Kingsn's Pickle Pig Feet, dos..
' 2 -e palter-on 11.3.54).
stockings ware full of a siIken fabric. 3 fancy Mackerel
RUDY, 1'1111.1,1PS & CO.
40e
quite enough to fashion into her wed- Fancy Oysters, quart
Cakes
and
Crackers
Vane) pkg.
ding gown.
8 1-2cl gbecems to dareselesug teeenee hitpee pkg
So. unto this day, the stockings are
25c manity never learns that getting it is
Fresh Soda Crackers'
hung on Christmas eve, where the 2
1151not keeping R.
most generous sprite of them all—the Soar or Dill Pickles, gallon...

Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
CLOSING OUT SALE TO QUIT BUSINESS

HOTEL ARRIVALS

50c

9 lbs. Granulated Sugar

ENGLERT AND BRYANT

SPECIALS....
1

J. R. LANE, Manager

Mw.

Great Southern Tea

C ffee Co.

Both Phones 805.

ond St.

113 South

•

,
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ij in doubt buy merchandise cethicates

Ifin doubt buy niei chandise certificates
S.
a.

a"AND BROADWAY
ESTABLISHED 1868

311- AND BROADWAY
ESTABLISHED 1868

'4

Helpful Hints

Helpful Hints

A Christmas Opportunity

A Christmas Opportunii)
OVER

2,000

2,000

Garments Reduced

Garments Reduced

25 Per Cent

25 Per Cent
before did you have
an opportunity to buy

Never

Never before did you 'have
an opportunity to buy

'Young Men's

Boys' and Children's

Suits and Overcoats

Suits and Overcoats

For Christmas Gifts at Such
Extremely Low Prices.

For Christmas Gifts at Such
Extremely Low Prices.

Men's

hnd

E wish to emphasize the fact thst these
suits and overcoats &recasts season's make rind are the broken lots, tieleeted from the highest priced as well as the
lower lines. .

W

REDUCT•ON, embraeiug all the broken
lines of our best boys' and children's
clothing. The steady demand has reduced
them to two or three of a lot, but in the
entire assortment

All Sizes in the Assortment

All

e

There are aluolig them suits and overcoats
from our el0 line, from our 1115 line, from
our $20 line, our *25 line, our $30, $35, $40
and $50 lines. Numbers of them are
ROXBOROS—and you know what the Roxboro label means on R garment

Sizes

Are Represetred.

They are of this season's make
and among the suits .will be found Russian
and Sailor Blouse styles as well as the regular double breasted snits for the older boys.
•
W..'

0 TN

-".••••••

Regular Prices were $10 to $50.
Present Prices are $750 to $37.50.

•••••••'.311r,:

13%-ea54 Mei

4.7.1it-leamitr• k..:ttrtist

Regular Prices were $3.50 to

Vet

Present Prices

$15.

are $2.63 to $11 25.

N'Vith Eivory Put-4..;hrint,

•

House Coats and
Bath Robes

Suspenders
Silk eusp,•htiors ,n holiday

Neckwear

are one of the most popular gifts tr,r
mankind. for CitirlatMas. Our displa
this year is more beautiful than ever
before, embracing everything the lies!
markets afford, iu buckles and silks

50c to $5100

Probably no article has achieved
such popularity for Ch•lstnias gifts
as Neckwear. Our holiday trade in
this line is aliVays large and we therefore directed particular effort to
make our showing the most attractive we have ever offered.

25c to $3,50

.Santa Claus Mask Presented Free to Each

Handkerchiefs
Canes, Umbrellas

Our showing of handkorehiefs for
Christmas is beautiful. We have
complete lines of cotton, linen and
silk handkerchiefs in- the solid white

Custom decrees Ganes .1nd Vtilbrel'
las as the alWays appropriate gift and
the always useful one as wc11. Our
replete stocks are made doubly so tor
the holiday, trade. A beautiful l4ine
of ladles' Anhrellas.

hemstitched, also in the neat fancy
borders, so popular for pocket use.
some of them are plain, others have

slip to $18

25c to $1.50

initials.

The prince of gifts. No gift it appreciated 60 :nuch by the home-loving
man—in fact by every man—as a smoking jacket or bath robe. Our line will
reveal to you some wonderful values
at exceedingly modest prices.

$3.50 to $12.50
Child Calling

Fancy Vests
Fashion, of recent years, has mado
the fancy vest a necessity to the ,••
dressed man. It lends an air of ta
ful attire. Our offerings in this
partment includes exclusive pa—•
from both the foreign and d.
markot

$1.50 to $10

Pro, 111

"pporttitlity to tit.it.•-t
very appropriate gift and one which
is useful as well. We cannot here
describe the beautiful textures and
patterns we have to offer for holiday
trade._

We urge your twr 'l:al '‘“
, 11-

ination.-

50c to $5.00

at Our Store Saturday Afternoon Between 2 and 3 0%;10L:k.

Traveling Requisites and
Tourists' Supplies
Especially appropriate for those who
will travel during the caning year or
who spend considerable time away
from home. The sterling qualities we
offer for the holiday trade are values
much out of the ordinary and merit
yaur attentinn

$4.00 to $35.00

Gloves
Every man receives, or ought to
receive, a pair cf gloves among his
holiday gifts.

We offer a special

showing in this department which

Hosiery
Showing a number of exclusi‘,
patterns In new hosiery effects, and
for the holidays we offer half dozen

meritorious for its value as well as,

and dozen it in boxes as well as
your choice in single pairs. Colton,

its attractiveness.

lisle. eilks, etc.

25c to $1.50

25c to

S3100

1

•
•
•
...d•ki•N•1•••+••••••••
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Mr. Schillo Testifies.
544 Park Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
Gentlemen -With the greatest of
'Pleasure, I let you know that two
boxes of Lantz's Red Kidney Pelee;
cured me entirely. I had kidney trot!.
blea for over a year, and I am sincerely thankful for the relief I have
obtained througe your Pillets In such
a short time They will always be in
ale home hereafter.

Bridge Has Its Foibles and Little
Deceptions Like All Other Pastimes.1

..M.••••
,
........•••
•
•••
•
•••••••"
,
"

r

done for me. If yott want to arid a
few samples, 1 will gladly give them
to my friends and customers. I have
not taken say Pfilets for three weeks,
If there is anything calculated to i is in her confidence there are still
but am as well litt twenty years ego, hasten the approaching decline of ;many little ways in which she eau
bridge as a social favorite it i$ th e. help herself. A very Common prs:'(SIgned)
JOHN SCIIILLO.
increase in the number of players Hee is shu4fling the cards before cutPillets
Red
Kidney
What Lantz's
who indulge in practices which are ting for partners in such a way that
have done for Mr. Steen() they will
distinctly 'meth-.
the third or fourth card front either
do fee you.
- el 50
100 Cards and Plate
In a man's club they have Dot only end shall be au ace, which will give
$3,00
They not only heal the kidneys, but the power, but also the will to pu t the player drawing it the first deal of
Old
English,
shaded
(Signed)
JOHN
tiny cleanse tho blood and keep it a stop to anything of this kind. 0f i the rubher. As this is supposed to be
$.3.00
French Script
P S -Will gladly give referenc it
pure.
course they do it niceia and withou t , worth odds of lo to 9 at least it helps
relied upon.
Eneraved Stationery
a bit.
Lantz's- Red Kidney Pillets are sold any fuss.
suscommon practice which
notices
something
piettber
Another
A
February 12, 1907.
paper and fifty envelopes - $1.25
quires
of
monogram
Two
under a positive, gettrantee wiech apI
You may use my letter and name as pears in each box. Your money will piclous and speaks of it quietly to a, was actually taught to pupils by a
teacher is to press
you pease. as I emit others to know be cheerfully refunded if they fall friend. The latter watches and con- certain bridge
fears of the first. Then a 1 bard on the ,pack when spreading it,
firms
the
engravers' artyou ever Saw.
what lettees Red laitipty Pillets have abort of out: promises.
third is taken into their confidence'1 because that usually makes the cards
and finally thet bring the matter to with less ink on them slip more eastthe attention of oue of the board of,ly lean the others. The result is that
governors jfl a tentative way, as if the spread pack will have a number
It were petbaps all a mistake, bu t of breaks in it, and those cards which
I et
curious.
have slipped far past the ones below
If you have never ussd these
ts, ve• veil „lel.: tey a yet .yo lays
After
little investigation one of are usually cards of low detiorninatrial treatment free.
the club servants is quietly directed teon. A knowledge of Otis fact enaGilbert'. Drug Store,
Fourth sad Broadway.
to tell Mr. So-and-so the next time bles persona to get the first deal and
THE TEDDY D1DS.
he comes to the dour that his resig- also to get together as partners.
‘'ANDALS DISFIGURE SCENFR1. lof climate, and a variety of diseases nation has been accepted and that
Probably one of the most audac(Puck.)
-!need no drugs and no journeys to the he is no longer a member. Unless ious methods of cheating, for it can
Echo Rock, Near Pasadena, Painted .mountains, but are best telleved by he is very dense he takes the hint and be called by no lighter name, is that Who broke the Knickerbecker Trust
of our hard-earned
Red by Workmen, AVito Arc
simple dieting. And just as the varie- departs.
A college professor who adopted by a woman, erroneous can- And robbed us
dust?
Made to Clean It,
ty of drug preparations Ls almost lw- thought he could brazen it out and cellation of scores.
TEDDY-D1D! TEDDY.DIDN'T!
I yrond the power of the maker to re- would not take his medicine quietly
Score Keeper.
Pasadeha, Cal.---Woileeen on the call, and is daily being increased by insisted on facing his accusers, with
It is a common practice with some
may look bright and prosperous--but a ''calm always
Carnegie Institute building painted the chemist in pharmacy, so a great the, result that what was merely a score keepers to cancel equal sums Who smashed the market all to bits
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
railroads
on
the
felts?
the
Echo Rock a brIget red. A number variety of remedies has been brought suspicion was proved beyond a ques- during' the progress of the game so And put
life—for the time when you will need money—there
TEDDY-DID! TEDDY-DIDN'T!
of initials pointed to the identity of out that cannot be considered as tion, and Instead of his being able to as to reduce the labor of adding up
the men who had disfigured the land- drugs, but which atill possess singu- continue his professional duties, at the end. If one side has an item
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
water out of stocks
scape. and the superint-ndent com- lar curative
propert ies.—Leslie's minus his club membership, he of 36‘ scored .it can be canceled if Who squeezed the
the future.
•
of
,
awful lox?
pelled the ruen to wash off the paint Weekly.
wodnd up as a waiter in a Bowery• items of IS, 12 and 6 are simultane- Awl put us in an
Start
today—a
dollar
will do it.
TEDDY-DIDN'T!
TEDDY-DID!
under threat of diseharg-e. After de-1
restaurant.
ously canceled on the other side.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings acmuffing, they complied.
But you cannot regulate things
A little error such as canceling six
Indianobin the Senate.
Who spoiled the railroad looter's plan
counts
if left with us six months or longer.
will
that
way
among
women.
While
wo
too
hardly
much
little
or
too
The appearance In lice United
Who spoiled the railroad looter's
Remedy For Every Disease.
States Senate of two men of Indian men gre very eeady to talk and to ever be noticed, especially when pre--I lan
' Every disease has its remedy, and blood is one to give us pause and re- compare noteseand even to name peo- vious cancellations have been made;
TEDDY-DIDN'T!
TEDDY-DID!
in the search for that remedy hun- flect upon the history of the aborig- ple, they ale never willing t,o make and if It is it is easy to smile sweetly
and thank you so much for pointing
dreds of cults of medicine have ines. The civilized tribes of the In- charges to a committee.
Government attacks
It was not more than a year ago It out. and ,how careless of me, etc. Who led the
sprung up. One man pins his faith I dian Territory have almost a century
Confidence the ax?
to minute doses of powerful drugs: of chit experience behind them, and that a woman's club caught one of its But the steady advantage ofN from That gave old
TEDDY-DID! TEDDY-DIDN'T!
members
red
handed
with
a
pockettwelve
thirty
points
up
on
to
Melted
another walks barefobt over wet they may manage to do pretty well
grass: another eats raw fruit and And it is of interest that the admis- book that she had taken front a card every rubber of any length is someWho wrote a riot act and read it?
grain; one is confident that mud teem of Oklahoma completes civil war Utile at which she was playing a thin, that no one can stand againstWho knocked the stuffing out of Cred
%
extremely
moment
do
anyAnother
daring
before.
Did
they
piece
of
baths influence health, and still an- reconstruction, for the Indians Joined
it?
other urge% us to chew eirh mouthful the confederacy and expected to b"- thing? Oh. no. Of course It was all cheating, which cannot be tried more
TEDDY-DID! TEDDY-DIDN'T!
qf food at least thirty times before come an important state when their a mistake, they said, even though the than once in an evening. however, is
same woman had. been under suspic- to break a card during the play Of a
swallowing. No doubt everyone of side won. -Philadelphia Inquirer.
ion of crooked practices for months. hand and then claim a new deal. ler- Who said a thousand things he
these "cures" is of benefit to some
- -- ----- - shouldn't-She is still a member of that club der the rules if a pack is found to beform of disease. The mistake of folBullet in Brain, Hut Alive,
A thousand things that others
lowers of the treatments Is in thinkLos Angeles, Cal.—Mines a oonsid- in good standing; watched of course incomplete or imperfect and the imwouldn't'!
ing their particular remedy a cure erable portion of his brain and with and talked about, hut never openly perfection is discovered during the
TEDDY-DID! TEDDY-DIDN'T!
play of a hand that deal is void. An
all for every malady. There are no a large hole In his skull. Harry B. denounced or asked to resign.
There seems to be something in Imperfect pack is ote In which there
'universal remedies
Indeed, every Teets-el, who was shot by two highWho said, in accents low and Ilene
type of disease must receive spec:al waymen at First and Alamedaetreets. the game of bridge more than in oth- are duplicate or missing cards, or
wouldn't take another term?
lie
games
that tends to sap the moral cards so torn or marked that they can
attention and be treated after the has amazed the surgeons in charge er
fashion long experience and study of the case, not only by recovering seuxibilities. Strange to say, playing be identified by the backs.
GRAND CHORUS
When dummy has declared no
have taught the medical profession consciousnees but by reaching prac- bridge for money does not seem to
TEDDY-DID'
TEDDY-DIDN'T!
excite
the
cupidity
of
women
half
trumps
and
lays
down a hundred
is best adapted to the case. Certain tically a stage of convalescence.
HE1 DID!
HE-DIDN'T!
so much as playing for a prize. The aces and it looks as if the dealer
Ills respond quickly to drugs, the sirHE-DIDN'T'
HD-DIDN'T!
HEtues ofewhich are sometimes wonderIf a man spends his money freely, things that otherwise respectable and were about to make a grand stand, it
DIDN'T!
Is
corner
highly
moral
women
will
stoop
to
for
about
tiow
mutilate
one
to
fully elfective: other< need nothing the-re' eel be mighty fee questions
HE-DIDN'T' HE-DID!
the sakeof winning a prize in a of a card and then show it and intest lig-DID'
but fresh air
-s a change asked
to how he got e
11E- DIDN'T'
bridge tournament are simply- as- that the pack is imperfece and that
HE DIDN'T!
there must be a new deal with anothtounding.
HE-DID!
er pack. A matter of 224 points is
Favorite Tricks.
One of the
favorttb
tricks. wont saving.
A Capital cif Fashion.
ellen
the
game
is
pivot
In addition to all this there are. of
bridge is for four friends to arrange course many private conventions and
It is the Parisian's love of beaut:
their own table and agree that they signals with the cards which have that constitutes his chief claim
will double and redouble everything, been previously agreed upon between leadership. Beautiful clothes are onYou get handsome, well
no matter what the declaration may panthers. These absolutely defy de- ly one expression of love for the beau
appointed carriages
so that at least one person at the tection unless the play can be closely tlful, and until we in greater number
when I serve you. We
ale shall have a tremendous score. watched for a large number of games develop this love and strive to Intergive'promt personal at••
result is practically the same as and even then the evidence would be pret it in every form, &era Included,
tention at all times.
he trick %atm..; were R. le. 24, 32. very doubtful.
we cannot hope to rival the French.
it is bad enough for people to
el 4a. instead of the ordinary series
The now so general buying of
of 2. 4, 6. 8 andi 12.
study out such methods themselves, French models is the but possible
In a recentegame at which the play but when bridge teachers instruct proof of French influence on Amerilasted only two hours the winner un- their pupils to use such tricks as ro- can dress. And even though the presblushingly presented a eard which tary discards and double entendre ent agitation against the too frequent
MERRY CHRIsTMAIS
allowed she was more than Iteere echos, bridge is In a pretty bad way, reproduction of French models has
points plus, In order to even things No wonder people are taking up skat. justly excited much adverse feeling.
and a warm welcome is extended to
up among themselves the same four —New York Sun.
the French model shows no sign of
Ce... and an 'Invitation to know he
will go to another party, at which
lessening its vogue. It is possible
vs ue and quality of our tailored
1'1111
TO SIED
some other member of the quartet
that the Frenchmen May be more parAnd early
ikes one healthy.
garments, from fabric.* of worth and
will make top score.
happy and
—
If you take ticular about turning out duplicates,
dependability. Thee cost is modest.
When there are npt enough to licrbine befute retiring. A positive and that the Americans who buy will
cure
for
Constipation.
Dyspepsia and apply
and the satisfaction they afford men
make up a table two playing as pare all liver complaints. Mrs.
their originality to improving
S-., ColumOf taste is their own and my bid for
ners will frequently take advantage bia. Tenn., writes: "I always k,eep a their French purchases by mews of
supply
of
your
Ilerbine
on
hand.
Am
your patronage.
of their opponents In wes against so pleased with the relief it rives in changes that will make the-gowns difwhich there is really no defense ronetitiation and all liver complaints, ferent. This is the view of the DelinH. M. DALTON,
words can't ezJress my appreciaWhile one deals the cards her parte that
tion." Sold by J. It Oehlschlaeger, eator staff in Paris: and surely their
ner picks up her hand as fast as the Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.
united opinion is of value.—The De403 Broadway
cards are given to her, and almost
lineator.
before the dealer has time to sOrt her KISS ALL THE PAY HE RECEIVED
With ‘Varecn & 1'arm-en, Jeeelers.
hand dummy asks sweetly:
WAIST'S
Contractor Suing For the Work Done Worth doing is worth doing well. If
"Did you eeave it to me, dear?"
you
wish
to
be
curea of Rheumatism.
•
Doesn't Seem to Think It Was
"Yes, dear."
use Ballard*, SnOir Linimeat and you
Matisfact
(pry.
will
be
"well
cured.'
A positive cure
"No trumps."
for Sprains. Neuralgia, Bruises. Con•
If the question Is not asked bet
tracted Muscles and all the ills that
alihoola. I,. I.--Benedette Boanno, flesh is heir to. A. 0. M. Williams,
rhe cards are held in the hind dub.Navasota, TPROIR wrttes: "I have used
my is not anxious to make it, but. a contractor, suing for $30e for re Snow Liniment foreepralned ankle and
building a barn for John Lester, tes- t gave the best of satisfaction. I alhas a trick or two. ie :he dumn
ways keep it In the house." geld by
lays down her cards there is nothing tified that be visited Lestet's adopted J.
H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros. and C.
daughter, Rosey, but when he stopped 0. Ripley.
in them.
calling
he
clfain't
get
his
money.
Dummy can do a great maoy tin!.
Not quite She Same.
fair things to which. It is difficult to Rosey testified that she sewed up his
A country clergyman vouches for
take exception because of the ready coat and he gave her a large birdexcuse that the player was mistaken. house. Mrs. 'Lester thee took the the truth of this story. Having arthat is all. But some things are be- stand and said that Mr. Boanno told rived at that point in the baptismal
her in the,presence of her daughter service where the infant's name is
yond detection even.
"Name this
'When it was the rule to take a that he gave it as a preseut, and that conferred, he said:
trick for a lead out of the wrong her daughter replied that she did not child."
"Original Story," said he sponsor
hand many women wee in the bilbt*. know how to pay him back except by
••••••••
nurse.
of arranging some little private sig a kiss.
R. Rudy,
W. F. Paxton,
P Putyear,
."What do you say?" he asked in
nal, such as putting both hands to
Cashier,
President.
THAT'S IT:
Assistant Cashier.
surprise,
the bat, to warn the dealee that she Cough yourself
into a fit of spasms
"Original Stery." she repeated In
was about to lead out of the wrong and then wonder why you don't get
well.
If
you
wilt
only try a bottle of clear, deliberate tones.
hand and lose a trick.
Renard's Horehound Syrup your cough
"It's a very add name, isn't It?
Common Practice.
the past. It
will be a thing
a
cure for Coughs. Influenza, Are you sure you want him called by
A very common practice' is for positive
Bronchitis tend all Pulmonary diseases.
demmy to overlook the adversaries' One bottle will convince yoti-et your the name of Original Story?"
'.1weerpor•t•d
26c, 50c, 61.00. Sold by S. H.
"Original Story—that's right."
hand, especially the one on the deal- druggist,
Oeteschiaeger, Lang Bros. and C. 0.
"Is it a family name?" the minister
er's right, and then when It comes tee Ripley.
Capital
.......
$100,000
persisted.
a question of a doubtful finesse, or a
Surplus . •
- a
50,000
BEER FOR PORTO RICANS..
"Named after his uncle, sir," exdeep one, dummy can slightly arStockholder. liability.. .. ...
plained the nurse.
100,000
range the cards SO that the first one
And tee as Original Story the little
touched Is the eofrect one to play. Benighted Islander,. Will I,carn to
Drink It From a Pittsburg
fellow was christened. Some weeks
Total security to depositors..
111230.000
Sometimes they boldly push the card
Rrewing Concern.
after this event the minister made the
.Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We hppreciate
forward, if it is simply an ace-queen
acquaintance of the said uncle—a
'man as we'll as large depositors and accord to all the same
finesse, asking meekly:
Pittaburg, Pa.--The unquenched farm laborer in another village-Nine Summerm Old
"Did you say' this one. dear?"
courteous treatment
If some one initiate that the Sug- thirst of more than 1.0-00:0100 Porto whose name was Reginald Story.—
gestion by dummy of the play' of a Ricans-eat least unquenched with The Tatter.
card entitles the adverse-flea tq pre- been--Is to be attendedlo by a local
"Hey. wa'1?- cried the first bey.
vent its play of course' she says she company, which intends to build a
did not suggest anything, but thotight brewery at San Juan and to Introduce "ain't yer vaccination healed up yet?'
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CIAXIR.
"New," replied the other.
her partner asked her to play that our island wards to the pleasure of
"Huh! don't it make yer mad?"
card. if it was a man there would the night and that next day feeling.
"New! -de. doctor -told
T
n foie: but Whiff are
gs1ngfn
- Man's evilvitmeitity- to man makes maatat't take- a-bath- till -/lettertIt twee
fib'WItli Ai Woman `Br Ittirlyit rare'Burns.ied."
Pretax ,
When'a player has no partner Mat coutitietta thousande

Box of Engraved Stationery or100
Visiting Cards Make Ideal Gifts

Let us show you the prettiest samples 0/ the

CleanselYour Kidneys With
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets.

THE SUN
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YOUR FUTURE
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Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank

Si

4

ill Broadway

,

FOR R.ENTI
Several: desirable offices arr
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

I

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

HARRY

ANDERSON, PHONE 915

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Real Estate Agency.

FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Eittilding. Both Phones 835

City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499,

P R0NO UNC ED SillARACTER

CITIZENS' sAviros BANK

1

AMERICAN.GERNAN NATIONAL BANK i

of a highly matured whiskey
is indicated by bouquet produced by age.

or

Early Times
And

Jack Beam

The governmont stamp will so indicate on every bottle.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Thint and Broadway,

moors..
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Everyone is particularly anxious to make his hard-earned
doilar buy something worth while this season. Then what
better or more lasting
than useful, substantial Furniture. We have giforanging
in price from 25c to $250. A dollar open an account
with us.
MORRIS ClI.VIRS.
SHAVING CA III N Fps.
PARLOR CABINETS.
BRASS 11F:D4.
'E 1.LA ItETT ES,

s

E1114 SF:TS,
W ITI
I/ESKS.
71'1K1511 III 11'KERS,

S11111T %VA 1ST ROX ES,
RON COUCH ES,
11%1.1. 1:.%Ckg.

Hot)S1 E11 h ITC/1EN 'A iiINET14.
1111 INI IGIC.%1•11 I/154'
01)10 RUA, l'IECES.

J A RID N I ER ES.

1 4 0011 %I ERS,

1%

/I %

4 I )%I:(HITS.

A Basket of Tropical Fruits for Christmas
-WHY NOT?

Sweet Florida Oranges
Pineapples
.Grape Fruit
New Mixed Nuts
California Pears
Fancy Bananas •
Malaga Grapes
Home Made Candies
EXTRA SELECT BALTIMOttE OYSTERS
Imperial

Cionfectionery

331 Broadway Near Fourth Street.

I RT.% I NS .% ND DILIPERI ES,
RI GS .1ND C tRPETS,
DINING CILVIRS,
4 III\
l'11(11\1
1.%11)1F:S SIA% 1
l'ItINCI•Ns

1

%I:1\1 N,

EVERYBODY TAKE NOTICEN=EVERYBODY
D. E. WILSON, The Book
and Music Man, now at Har
•
bour's Department Store, will
move his stock of books, music, stationery and other book store sti,ff to 313
Broadway about January 15th.
• It is easier to move money
han goods and so we are offering
our entire stock at cost and less. Earl
uyers get first choice. Here is,a
golden opportunity to secure the newest
and best goods at a slaughter price
.
Everything goes—Dolls, albums, lamp
s, Bibles, holiday goods, books,
fine
stationery, music, dictioneries, etc.
D, E. WILSON, THE BOOK AND
MUSIC MAN.

THE BEST GIFT of ALL===A FINE PIANO
A fine piano is, without a doubt, the' most. satisfactory gift you coul
d
make your wife or daughter. It's a first-class investment, too, if you
buy a
really good piano—like the Baldwin, for instance; for it will be
a source of
pleasure to yourself and family a life time—a refining and educating influ
ence.
We have sold pianos in Paducah for years and our experience
and recommendation is therefore worth having.

Old Phone 1041-a.

520 Broadway

We are making a special mailing rate of $2.50, payable in advance, for
The
Daily Sun. which affords you an opportunity to remember your relat
ives or
friends very nicely with what is virtually a daily letter from home.

Phane 358.-=the Paper Will Start at Once

A

FINE BAG, SUIT CASE or TRUNK makes-the best-fift of all, for it is kept and
tress, ured for years, if it is a good ona like ours. We have a splendid line
for your geleeUlm and invite you tojsee the new ideas riot found elsewhere.
Ladies, we have a complete stock of gentlemen's pocketbooks and
ranging from
the cheapest good kind to the most costly.

F.111.,NIEMAN, TRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS STORE
314 Broudvvay

RUBBER

Are offering the following Christmas
goods very lo‘‘
I %JAIN!: SEP-S.
-11.V1.:1{ k NIVEA AND F(bRKS.
,
11 1 1: T.111.1.E :414)1)\S,
•.11.%11C Tr% SPooNS,
kNIVES,

itAzoirs.
.ti. vAst,:s.

F:IA K'IPEDES.
IRISH NI.% I I.S.
SHOO FLIES,
WIIEELISARRIAVS,
'ARTS,

SLEDS,
SHOTGUNS,
A NINIU NITI4/N.
BLANK CARTRIDGE-4.
AIR RIFLES.
'F; SKATES.

• Ball Bearing Roller Skat
es
218 Brc3acivvay.

Have your parents buy you a scholarship in a
high grade
Business College. We are selling scholars
hips every It eek
for Christmas gifts and will have a larger
attendance at our
opening the first week of the new year than ever
before. Our
capacity, teaching force and courses have all
been enlarged,
still we are giving it all at a very low price.
Can you think
of a nicer gift? You say you want someth
ing you can keep
and use. We will guarantee you the kno
wledge you gain
from our courses will be a source of income
to you ail your
life and you can use it every day.
Buy your scholarship from West Kentuc
ky's most progressive Business College---PADUCAH
CENTRAL—where
instructors of many years' experience train
you from practi.
• cal knowledge and not from a book.
Open Days
December 30th and 31st
Jan. 2.3.4
STAMPS

are time savers and nevesities to every business

man.

DIAMOND STAMP WORKS
115
Ird St.
11)
I-nowt
'
, 358

306 Broadway
Over Globe Bank and Trust Company
New Phone 400

1
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NOT ONLY DIAMONDS

-

but everything in our Holiday stock, sparkles with newness and ire abounding in lowest
prices possible to make for goods: of satisfactory quality. You will find our Holiday offerings in harmony wits your Christmas needs and in keeping vvith the expenditures
you intend to make. From the most inexpensive article up to the more costly gifts, we
are offering for your selection to the newest and best of the season---a grand variety of
the finest wares possible to find in an exclusive establishment, where everything is strictly
as represented, and you are assured you get full value for your money with every purchase.
Our Holiday Display of Watches and Jewelry offers a choice selection to those looking for
the hrghest in quality, exclusive for beauty and excellence and at prices reasonably ;n conformity with the values you procure.
.•
.•
.•

•

-4
Leo. It. %turd:mut. in "Little Jolino) JtiIlea."
.1..! ,," Am) Leslie. one o/ the
‘tq%
nor, a•hose ass, ea:: ,tes v. eters on stage events
S 4 4 .1:111
in her nview of the
New Bus
e tease al fay, ,
ia the Chicago Daily
wit be -.• n for !lie tir-t tine 4. toreian
es,
thsis occasio.a in :ter column
is•ei saiarda, e‘ening
v. eitI ieirlertnance to remark:
10 10
mg
11. K.11111(10.
retiounSe tremendthe
hosui s to ea
Til.i
d t of so young and
lattehing word.s sea. New Hue fill:,:,,
leis,tlU aireor as Mr. Cohan. It
ein,1 s a lord s delight! ul
ts neell bu; copies nothing exsent to old and juung.
, eie a, a kindly burlesque or candid
,ly eSen 0 uinis •ence. It is kindled
"Little Jehnity Jittlete."
„pet: of harmless clean trolC
A niusbal aura, :ion of exceptional 1 • eel ha, a lsory which leads well,
and it., ttei has a,seady made •
,is a neat report ffo concise and
a metropolitan iceittation in the It ,.111L.,,,nt it Is. Such a novelty as
• lead gigtleatres of the country is ,
either eallet for or ex- Little JoSeny Jorfs s wlish may be pia seei ii musical cemerly is a de,
. 21. No Failure and the smart little romance.
:awn at The Kentie ey
musical play weenie, d te many sea- the comedy drama and the plot, have
wiaely talked. it of backbone and clone Wit,
SODS pit has 1.011
about aud no musi • has been more ,sharp, modern. new and agreeable
widely sung or ,s mere familiar to ev- adorns the briefest scene and song,
ery household in Sle, ennwry than the said the lintel,- which is likewise the
delightful melods, e, eittle John- work of this talented young author is
, so titectul andasimple, so fetching and
A jaunty that every tune of It crops up
at will almost complete ai a whistle)
.
memory."

Suitable Gifts for Ladies ,
Watch Folio,
Signet !tins:
,
Military Brushes

•IN• .1

CO.
I

e

. ii.11.1111•1 1111.1.
f is • 'A ilLortm. ith yule

1•,
(Itte

1111

'41

t•. Ilk:111111W

till.

!MC

ite/bert

B. %It

This tirm has .-nloyed the
hest trade in the city for the
boss!
past cle‘en years:.
lire man uinli small capita:
here is your opportunity t•
itet to line for 19004 trade
For lutrtictillies call Iwtuees
.m.„ at store, 12117 and $
124 North filet) street, nett
K.1.11farky ilintier.
tip
J. A. B"11.1.1.‘IIS. Agt.

Here's Good Advice.
0. S. Wor.ever. one of the beet
keen n metenents of LeRarsviiie, N.
Y., says: "If you are ever troubled
with piles. apply Buckten's Arnica
Salve, It cured me of them for good
20 fefalS ago." Caarlinie.ed for sores.
wounds, burns or abrasetna. 2.5c at
a:: druggists.

The Kentucky
Two

performanCea enly

SATURDAY
NUMNEE
AND NIGHT.
•

December

Ilarry Scott Co. presents the musical
foolishness

MA'S NEW HUSBAND
Bonk liy Devid Edwin. Music and
lyrics by George Fletcher.
1015 Laughs in 1C3 Minutes.
20- Musical Numbers-20

("Iiildrett
Matinee
154-, adults Inc.

Tuesday
DECEMBER

24

Prleeg------Night:

25C, 35c, 50c and

4.1 ii. 11. (NIHON'S
1.,).
Pray

LITTLE
JOHNNY JONES
SO-1'4•0141,•---So
so.. Car Load% of scenery

Priese+ -$1.5n, $1.00,
75e, SOc, 3Sc, 25c.
Seats on sale Monday.

10--15l11)w (lit is-to
The Largeet and bleat Simile:al Attraction on the Road.

i
I

•
•

Umbrella*

•

Sliming Mugs
Simi Mg Mirrors
Stick Pies

tir2.30 to $15.00
$1.50 to $10.00
$1.50 to $0.00
1111 30 to $5.1)0
$11.:',01 to 1117.50
$2.50 to $15.00
$2.04) to $10.00
$1 :10 to *SAM

Sleeve Sutton%

Silver Toilet Sets
$5.o0 to 5e0.00
Ntanicure. gets
VI 00 to $7.50
Odd-Headed Unibreillatt
53.50 to 1100.00
Solid Gold lirt•whes
$3.50 to itr.s.ou
will I. Valliereit
$4.00 to $10.11111
Mounted Back Combs
$1.011 to *WO
Bard Itch Pins
Stk.. to LIAM
Neckehain and Lockets
$2.00 to 51:1.00
S141111' Rings
111.30to alla0.00
Signet Ring.
1111.00 to IMMO
Bracelets. all the new fads
$1.00 to $20.4e)
Hand-Painted 4 bins, novetite in great 'satiety and suitable as gifts, SRIler end Silter-Plated Wares. Cut Glass (if every deecription.

L, WANNER,
311 Broadway'

1

JEWELER

Paducah, Ky.

-11E-

OLDEST JUDGE

Nene tee the contemptible are
,lo.n i v,
'enntentre-lanehe- .11 .%gre of Ninety-Three He *ilk Disl1*i('('. JIII•tiel• in Able Mannyr.

At

$1.041 to $12.00

king Sets
S
(Izmir Jars

Emmett Da:ton, Oklahoma bandit,
a:11 start a taller shop. Merely a
IN .tNIF11.11*% liFS101..s I \ NIASSA:oritirilatem of the old business.' CliUSETTs
‘.
, N. a Yort Telegram,

a

50r to $15.1S1
3lic toV10.15)

Cloth Brushes

Business for Sale
I

Suitable Gifts for Gentlemen

knew. Abraham lancelet when 1411100131
was only a steurgiliet Young laiwY*-ri
and be heard treveral of hie speeches
tp 1S44). He is one of the few Siveng
men who knew the martyred president aio early in his career.
He cast his first presidential vote
In Is3r. for William Henry fiatriam.
and has voted for every whig and republican Presidential candidate glare.
Ha was on the stump in Illinois for
Harrison in the celebrated "hard cider" campaign in 1840.
When he went west in 137 he was
three weeks making the lourney from
Troy to St. Louis, Tlipe only railroad
in the whole journey was from Perth
Amboy to Camden. N. J. The rest of
Use way was by *niece and boats.
From Pittsburg the route was by fiat
boat down' the Ohio and Miseleakmi
rivers. "We went aground every
diry'" says Judge Field, "and, remained hung up for many hours."
Judge Field can recall goSng from
Athol to Boston eighty-two years
ago, when the Mart was made by
stage early in the, mornire and Boston was not reached unill late at
night,
Tie was a veteran in vs stern experience when the fever of '49 started.
and had been emceeing law there
eight eears when the gold fever was
rushing men to California.
Although he was 70 years old when
dppointed to tb• bench, he has been
steadily in active service there, for
twenty-three years. Before that time
he was regularly practicing law, and
In fact has been connected•with the
law in sonic way for seventy-five
years-New York Press.

In the tiny town of Athol, Masse
lives the oldest justice in this country. NI deou et Judge Charles Field
is in his ninety-third year, h‘ sits
regularly in the First district., court
of northern Worceeter county, bedding sometimes as marry as five sessions a week In Athol and Gardner,
He has two ansistants to share his *hors. but he does not tuck his share
of the work onto them.
There is no reason why he slanuld
not regularly attend to the work he
loves best, for he can lead a law
book, a legal document, or a newspaper without glasees. and his hearing is only slightly affected.
His
voice is thin, and he never was. a robust looking man, but his mied is as
clear and his memory as tenacious as
it was fifty years ago. •
In many ways Juetice. FieS1 has
O 'aims for distinction.
lie is the old.
i kiwyer eractkang at the Massaisette bar, and is vice-president of
,i Western Maseasehusette Bar aslation. He once was a presided.1 eleetor, and is the only living
, tuber of the Massaehoe'tts body
'so voted directly (oft Lincoln for
IS NEW ST.tTF: TAO "FRESH?"
eaident and for liamlin for vice., sident.
Oklahoma Already Has a Candidate
Ills life spans the entire history of
For the President y.
e, United States since the final girlie
with the mother country. For
Having secured a place In the limeany eighty years he has witnefee_ 4 light, says the Baltimore Sun, Okla.1merlica's marvelous development. homa is resolutely bent upon bolding
lie has watrhed the growth of• the it. The state, but a few days old, has
, 1,kilToad, of steam navigation, of the already developed a "favorite-son"
telegraph, the telephone, photography candidate for the presidency. This
the cotton gist. the sewing machine, shows that the youngest member of
the breech-loading gun, the sub-ma- the family of states is not lacking in
rine boat, the automobile. and the "cheek" and assurance. The game
.:rehip. Wben he was but nine days of national politics - is not always
oed the battle of Waterloo was fought fruitful of surprises. The expected
and his natal year was also the year often happens, and We can scarcely
of the close of the war of 1,812.
conceive that if the unexpected sli med
He went weet seventy years ago. happen in 1941a Oklahoma weeld carlong before Horace (Ireely gave- his ry off the honors. Nevertheless Okfamous advice to young men. He lahoma may produce
,* president some

day if Ohio and New York ever consent•to eve the other states a chance.
But the Infant Oklahoma ought to be
a little more modest and a little leas
pus/litre. in view of the fact that there
are states which were among the thirteen colonies that have not yet had
a "favorite son" in the white house.
Tricks of the Sham Paralytic.
Paralysis is often imitated by beggars, and so closely that there is so
detecting the imposition. A fellow
Is direeted how to hang his wrist
loosely down, dropping the fingers of
one hand, and to drag the limbs in
such a manner as to imitate a paralytic strike to the life. He is drilled
up to tbe proper business mark by
marching hitu round the beggae:
kitchen for hours at a stretch, at
night after night. This is cone
until the patient can bear a 1.1..
and unexpected prick with a need
or even'the touch of a red-hot
without relapsing into his
attitude.
Net many years ago one of the-,
mock paralytics, who was accustom.
to thrOw off his seemingly infirm.,
andplay the burglar by way
change. was caught in the very a
of brefking into a house and con
mhted for trial. Here he got up su(

Cut. Flowers
If you want to scrhl a
particular friend a, particularly nice box of flowers,
packed

a aemblanae of hopeless paralyste as
deceived everybody
When the trial
came on be was carried into the court
on a stretcher, and laid at full
length in the dock. Everybody. Inchiding the Judge and jury, commis
crated the case, sod he escaped with
one year's imprIlOnment.
Th,e doctor of the prison to whicn
the convict was next transierred felt
sure that the whole thing teal' t altern
and tried all the ordinary met:Inds
of detect!on, including liberal use of
the galvanic battery, but without effect. At length a great heap of damp
straw
collected in the jail yard
and the scoundrti, still etsetched on
his pallet, which he never quitted,
was placed thereon
The straw was

as

fired on all sides, throwing but a little
flame and denim, yolames of choking
smoke. This did the business, and
quickly, too. III less thau a minute .
the paralytic astonished everybody
but the doctor by bouncing out of the
lam with the agility of a deer.
Exchange.
CHIT.DR VIPS
Favorite tont, is White's Cream velem.
tug% the cure or worms and All children's diseases. It not only kill' the
worths, but remove, the mucous and
slime in which they smild their
Its action on the child is mildOres.
and
leaves him in a healthy condition Joe
Surmac. Tenn. says that he
gave one of his children White's Cream
Vermittige when the doctor thought it
had colic. aqd from the first dose the
child passed 73 ,werma. Sold by J. H.
ciehlschlaeger, Lank. Bros. and C. 0.
Ripley.

- GREAT

CUT PRICE SALE
OF FINE CUT GLASS
The greatest stroke of timely buying we have ever
made enables us to put on, right in the heart of the
Christmas season, a sale of fine cut glass which surpasses in importance any "bargain" offerineaducah
has ever seen.
The hest products of the best makers, in the most
favored shapes, are offered at

in

a particularly%
nice way, a box with Brunson's label

will

enhance

A Saving of 1=3 to 14

your reputation as a flower
buyer.

L. W. IIENNEBERGER CO.
Int1C4112POIRATII)

PacitTeati IV;

"The House of
422,4Z4 BROADWAY

ty"
Ill PHONES IN

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20,

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
THE PLACE TO BUY 8nTIBL
E

FACE CAR FAMINE
IS LATE REPORT

Bold Step.

PAGE THIRTEEN.

FAMOUS SONS
THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST r*" TO
IN THE ARM
TRANSFER MONEY

To overcome the well-grounded and
reamnable objections of the
PRESENTS FOR GENTLEMEN.
ligent to the use of secret, Incliteinal coalpounds, Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N.
Y., Some time ago,decie il to uiake a bold
departure from the usual course pursued,
Briar and Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar
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standard medteal worms, of all thenumerou
In nearly every arm of the service,.
country face to face once more with a schools
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the
Washington Star. in nearly ers-sons of
exttacts from the writings of leading
car famine? Are the couhitions that ous
the late Gen. Fitzhugh EVANSVILLE.
practitioners of medicine.
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will lie Mailed flee to make American history brilliant.
Fitzhugh, Jr.. Is also cavalry officer.
eorrying the administratien. Frank- to any °tie sending address on postal card or
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A Real Wonderland.
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One bottle did me more gime' than
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The names of Sherman and Miles $1 CO
Trial bottle free.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

123 South Second.

HENRY MANNEN JR
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Dr. King's
New Discovery
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R. L. McMurtrie
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$2.70
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And Christmas Tree
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Use miniature electric lights. We have
them for sale or for rent.
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Beautiful Lesson Illustrated
From Mature.
RCV. W.(
ItapitiSt

•

THE BEST CHRISTMAS GIFT

WA

Bitting, Pastor or S44'tttttI
church of St. lanais,
Discourses.

INDKVENCY

OF

One of those Suits We Bought from Rosenwald
Well at Tremendous Sacrifices

8RLIFISHNESS

The best things In the world give
The sun radiates light and heat. The
flowers give us their breath and
blooms. The trees give us their shade
and fruit. The earth gives us its
coal, gems, ahd minerals. The air
surges into our lungs with its vital
gifts. Our foods give us their nourishment. All things the, are about
us stand with open hands, seeing
to men, "Help yourself."
•
God gives. He is all the time bestowing. He is giving through what
we call nature. It is only His manifold channel through which He pours
countless streams of blessings upon
us. He daily gives tie strength.
health, opportunity, friends. Were
He to cease this eternal giving for
only a minute we woule all vanish:
"The eyes of all wait upon Thee. Thou
glveet them their food ih due seaSOIL" All creatures stand every hour
about the heavenly hand. "Thou
openest thine hand and ..atisfieet the
desire of every living thing."
Onle man hoards. Only in human
hearts does sellshness reach its perfection. This terrible poison shrivels
the spirit, and shrinks the soul until
Its horizon is no wider than the long
thin cap,tal I. Isn't it a wonder that
God's image should become only a
caricature'
Isn't it passing strange
that human lives that were meant to
be in accord with nature should MOnopolize selfishness. Even the oak
drops its acorns for any animal that
wants them, and a thistle sheds Its
seeds and fulfille its destihy when
the winds scatter them far and wide,
The very weeds of the ground rebuke
us for our closed bands and our cold.
ungenerous hearts.
The Indecency of Selfishness.
It is well that we have a Christmas
season when the passion for giving
has a chahce. It is goal that there
is a time when we are shown that
selfishness is indecent, and miserlinews is a v`olation of the ideals for
which we were made. How fine it is
that at least one day in the year is
the messeager to shame us that we
are meaner than the most noxious
shrub If we live for ourselves alone!
This is the message of the merry
times that are so near us.
The love of giving is the mark of
the noblest souls. The generous impulses are the highest. Our stinge
netts smite. us with rebuke. We gftlif'
our time or money or strength by not
giving, but our soul oozes out of us in
a process of saving. The only way
to save ourselves is to give oureeives
away.
There is no telling how many
home, in the world will be gloomy
with sadness on Christmas day because the hearts and hands that
should have made them happy have
saved something. To make a child's
eyes flash, its heart leap, its feet
danee, its arms wave, and its throat
an 'organ that sends out a whole
symphony of thankfulhess is a deed
that le worthy of a parent. What of
the child who Is an orphan? What
of the child whose parents are poor
or shiftless? Were those who have
all that the world can eueply on the
merry day to think of the homes that
have no Rue)) brightness as their own,
would not the electric lights of the
Christmas tree and dinner table seem
dimmer?
Of the Child Who is Robbed.
,_Thy,
Joy is the ehild's birthrights
burdens come spoon enough. What
of the child that is robbed of its
heart's native food of Joy, and sent
out into the world with the thought
that it Is only a cold, heartless, selfish
place? Pessimists are made in early
deys. So are optimists. Just one
hounding heart thrill made by a kindse that shows that all persons are
not selfish, will seal a child's COMICtioir that somewhere life nas Joys for
It. and somewhere friends that are
worthy of its trust. Now is the time
to give children visions of such a
world. And the gift is the clay that
anoints the eyes, as we say, "Go,
See!"
Our own hearts 11-e fullest of blessed things after we have emptied our
hands. Fat purses and lean souls are
,.,1
Heal priest of prudence, or the make-eolleve meg
Istrate of greedy thrift. The law of
displacement prevents the love of
money and the love of men from occupying -the humat belies at the
same time. One must cast out the
other. Our fortunes are often embroidered with the unseen tears of
threw whom we should make happy
with our wealth.
Try giving to make yourself hapPS. I have seen many raubows, but
none so wohderful as thrive that are
They save the continual writing
made 1)31 the shining of the holy light
over the Kerne thing. They are
of gratieude through the tears of men,
t expensive. Send us an cider,
women and children who were dollyered from darkness into day by the
Prices Right.
emancipation of a gift. The prisntatle hues of all human vi7tues gleam
through that radiant rainbow. The
Iridescence of it is excelled 'by only
OfrP other thlag—the halo about the
S. Third St Phones 358
heart that gives._ And, _hea
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Diamond Rubber
Stamps

'

Diamond Stamp Works

big manufacturers this season, they have met
LIKEwithmany
countermands and cancellations of orders from all
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over the country. As a result they were overloaded - they
had to turn these stocks into cash. Our splendid business
during the early season left us with an opening for more
goods and the cash to pay for them. We made them an offer for 400 suits and overcoats, which they accepted and we
give the public the benefit of it.
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$12.50 and $15.00 $20.00 and $22.50 $25.00 and $30.00
Suits and Overcoats Suits and Overcoats Suits and Overcoats
Fancy worsted and chev-

Suits in the new browns,

Imported woolens tailored

iot suits, also blue and

grays,

suits, overcoats and crav-

black.

Overcoats in blue

also

in

black.

Overcoats and Raincoats

enettes, in the most ex-

in all the accepted shades
and black Kerseys, fancy

and preferred fabrics and

treme patterns, as well as

Cheviots, also cravenettes

st3 lea.

the conservative shades.

$10.95 $15.80 $19.70
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OUR STORE TEEMS WITH BEAUTIFUL THINGS
Sparing with Words, but Generous in Our Showing of Suitable,
Handsome and Reasonably Priced Christmas Suggestions, is Our Slogan
1

Lounging Robes

Smoking Jackets
#3.30 to $18.00

Fancy Vests

1$3.50 to $1,4.00

:IiI.:1•41 too #111.0111

Neckwear in Holiday Boxes

1
•
•

2.1c to $5.00
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•

Gloves
2.Sc to $10.1m)

Silk Suspenders
aot

Reefer Mufflers
:ilk

aftC to $18.041

•

Silk Handkerchiefs
2.1e to $1.50

too 5111.1111

Canes and Umbrellas

OLDES

Hosiery
2.5 to $.1.50

Shirt Sets
51.50
Evening Vests

Military Brushes

Ilp

81'F

$1.45) to $21190

Clem I

felea0 up

Silk and'Opera Hats
#41.00
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Tuxedo Vests and Ties

and $7.50.

Sao° up

Traveling Bags and Bags
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51.700 up

8F.

Ladies' Umbrellas

Ladies' Reefers

$5.00 up
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GETS
most entrancing of all, le the fact that
the giver is unconscious of it, though
others see its brilliance. The greatest Giver the world has ever known
"It Is more blessed to 'give
than to receive."

um of humanity beneath her own.
Without Wealth They Arts Nothing.
"In England the women of aristocracy are not always women of wealth.
In New York the woman without
wealth--and clothes—appears to be
luxury. She adorns her person until a mere nonenity, without power and
I often am minded of a Turkish ha- influence.
rem. She measures all humanity by
"In England you nna men spendits clothes, as her husband measures ing their wealth in keeping up family
all his fellow men by their wealth estates, rather than In decking the
and their ability to acquire more Persons of their women Wit. In
wealth. She measures the value of a America, and particularly- New York
movement by the women who lead it. men givrtheir undivided attention
and these women be the fairness of to making money and trust their
their! raiment, She has no time to
think of the vital questions of the
hour, no civic pride, because she !z
All the patent medicines and
too busy adorning her person and
toilet articles advert;sed in this
steeping herself in the luxury which
paper are on sale at
deadens the soul to knots, what really
McPherson's Drug Store
Is going on in the great, pulsing
Fourth and Broadway,
world of the 'tinder dog,'--the strat-

English Suffragists Scorn Americans

New York, Dec. 19.—Mrs. Cobden8witchniarts•4 Psychic Hunch.
Sandereon, the famous English 'suffraTacoma, Wash.- 7 1adwa;s1 Trow, a gette, pityingly arraigns the rich woNorthern switchman, declared some men of New York. She is not the
sort of person who speaks without
psychic infloence or occult premonithought, either. she has been in
tion saved the lives of himself and a America
since Oct. 25. and has Blinn
North(.rn Patine train•eigew last ev- led Americans in their drawing
Trow says a eryptic knock at rooms, in their counting houses, in
the deer of his eonscionsneatt sent a their state houses, and in the charcold chill over him that caused hitii ities.
Reminded of Turkish Harem.
to rigital Engineer Syphets to stop.
"The New York woman has.too
The ingine came to a halt. where
the road crosses a small gulch. Ga- nych money to spend," Mrs. Cobdenins a few feet' forward Trow found Sanderson gem "Witiii-these enorthat the heavy rains had washed out mous fortunes attetter command she
sealerself in _the degradation Of
thirty feat of track.

wives to held up the
educational, in
tellectual and sartorial
envi. The
Englishman takes pride In what
his
wife does for his country,
the New
York man in the
appearance she
makes on his money. it is money
that is seeping the minds
and bodies
of New Xork's
so-ealled aristocracy
today."
Latest Progrem.
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